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Expanding Global Presence
Amphenol Corporation is one of the world’s largest interconnect manufacturers. Founded in 1932,
Amphenol designs, manufactures, and markets electrical, electronic, and fiber optic connectors,
interconnect systems, and coaxial and specialty cables.
Amphenol products are engineered and manufactured in the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Africa and
sold by a worldwide sales and marketing organization. Amphenol has a diversified presence as a
leader in high growth areas of the interconnect industry and provides solutions for customers in the
automotive, broadband, industrial, information technology and data communications, military and
aerospace, mobile devices, and mobile networks markets.
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ProduC ts

Automotive

Automotive

amphenol industrial operations
united states

amphenol is a leading supplier of advanced interconnect systems
for automotive safety devices and expanding onboard electronics
in automobiles. These applications include entertainment,
communication, navigation, and telematics modules, as well as
engine control, sensors, actuators, and auxiliary motors. in addition,
amphenol has developed leading solutions for hybrid-electric vehicles
and drive systems and is working with leading global customers to
proliferate these advanced interconnect products into next-generation
automobiles.

amphenol rf
united states

amphenol adronics, inc.
united states

amphenol Technical products international
canada

amphenol filec, s.a.s.
France

Konfektion e elektronik gmbh
Germany

amphenol Tuchel electronics gmbh
Germany

amphenol limited
united kingdom

amphenol rf asia
china

amphenol Technology (shenzhen) Co. ltd.
china

amphenol Tuchel electronics - China
china

amphenol mobile Consumer products group
Hong kong

india is taking dramatic steps to offset increased pollution levels and traffic
congestion, including strongly promoting the adoption of hybrid-electric vehicles.
amphenol’s highly-engineered products for hybrid vehicles are part of that solution.
our local engineers worked together with Tata motors to develop innovative, highpower interconnect systems for india's first hybrid-electric bus.

High-Power Automotive rAdsoK ® Connectors and Cable
Assemblies the radsok® product family includes four

activePinlock rAdsoK ® Housings amphenol’s

overmolded rAdsoK® Cable Assemblies amphenol has

activepinlock connector interface has a high power
radsok® contact with a unique locking mechanism in a
functional and attractive plastic housing. this interface
allows for quick and easy mating and unmating. reliability
is greatly enhanced due to audible and tactile locking action
which assures the operator the connector is properly mated.

developed a unique overmolded radsok® cable assembly
system for high-power automotive applications. our cable
assemblies feature an environmentally sealed connection
system. this new design creates a more robust system
and can broaden the scope of applications for radsok®
technology in harsh environment applications.

rAdsoK® PCB series the radsok® advantage brings

Car Kit Coupling Antenna amphenol’s car kit coupling

rF Antenna amphenol’s antennas for automotive applications

more power to the board with three high-amperage products:
, radsert ,™ and pGy .™ radsok® solutions offer
powerblok™
many options for high-current single-point connections to
printed circuit boards. the compact footprint can supply up to
120 amps to the board; preserving surface area and providing
more flexibility in board design. radsok® pcb products are
designed to eliminate the need for additional wires and/or
special crimp tools.

antenna is used to enable the seamless integration of mobile
devices within automobiles. this car kit has been alt tested
with iden band of 806 mhz – 941 mhz. amphenol will work
with the customer to design specialized antennas to meet the
needs of new car designs.

are widely used in navigation and cellular communications
systems. we have a range of active Gps antennas or Quad
band Gsm antennas. these Gps antennas are magnetic or
glue mounted with an sma connector lead out. our Gps range
operates from 824mhz – 960mhz/1575mhz/1710-1990mhz.

single Position PCB FAKrA amphenol’s single position pcb
Fakra is an edge mount “pin in paste” connector featuring
all-metal construction. this connector’s all-metal construction
makes for a far more robust connector which passes all uscar
and Fakra standards.

High-density dual-Position FAKrA the German and american

Hybrid dual-Position FAKrA amphenol’s Hybrid dual-position

automotive industries have standardized a high-performing,
cost-effective rF connector based on the Fakra and uscar
standards for automotive telematics. this connector utilizes
a standard metal smb connector embedded within a plastic
housing that features multiple color codes for easy identification.
Fakra connectors are designed to perform up to 4GHz and
meet the particular mechanical and environmental requirements
of the automobile industry.

Fakra connectors contain one rF port and one dc power port.
this connector is used for applications where both rF and power
is needed such as amplified antennas for telematics systems.
this version differs from the high-density hybrid dual-position
Fakra connector due to its larger case size.

contact sizes and standard housings for “wire to wire” as well
as “wire to board/lead-frame” connections. many features such
as tpa, cpa, water protection, and coding are implemented in
the housings which can be adapted for customized solutions.
radsok® is approved by vehicle manufacturers and already
used in mass production.
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Hybrid High-density dual-Position FAKrA amphenol’s

triple-Position FAKrA amphenol’s triple-position Fakra

Hybrid High-density dual-position Fakra connectors contain
one rF port and one dc power port. this connector is used
for applications where both rF and power is needed such as
amplified antennas for telematics systems. this high-density
hybrid connector is perfect for applications requiring a small
connector package.

allows three rF connectors to be placed in a very small
package. this connector has a small package size which
is perfect for applications where the connector has to pass
through small holes in the car’s body. this connector may
be used in-line or to connect directly to devices such as roof
mounted automotive antennas.

mCX the mcx series is a great option where weight and physical
space are limited. the mcx provides broadband capability though
6 GHz in a snap-on connector design. a range of connectors are
available, including printed circuit board and cable connectors.
typical applications include automotive, wireless lan, broadband,
and wireless infrastructure markets. mcx connectors conform
to the european cecc 22000 spec.

iP the industrial plastic (ip) range of miniature bayonet locking
connectors has both 62ip non-removable solder contacts and
162ip removable crimp contacts. these are fully interchangeable
with amphenol’s 62 series connectors and accessories. the
shells, panel nuts, coupling nuts, and accessories are molded
from thermoplastic. this gives a smooth, low-luster black
finish that, once molded, does not require any plating or
further processes.

safety restraint systems - Connectors and Cable
Assemblies amphenol’s safety restraint systems product

tNB (Buckle connector) electrical Harness amphenol has

Automotive Cable Assemblies for data Communication

a long history of products designed specifically for automotive
safety systems. amphenol developed a connector for seat belt
detection approved by renault and used by many other tier1 automobile manufacturers.

amphenol has the cable assembly solutions you need to
transfer data within a vehicle. whether it is high-speed data
systems, lvds (low-voltage differential signaling) systems,
navigation systems or park distance control systems we will
partner with you to develop the solution you need.

defrosting Glass electrical Harness amphenol will work with
customers to determine the perfect solution for their defrosting
glass harness needs. based on customers’ specifications, we
will design and overmold connectors. our defrosting glass
harnesses are produced for major automobile manufacturers
throughout the world.
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mini-uHF mini-uHF is a miniature version of the uHF
connectors that were developed for use in the radio industry.
mini-uHF connectors are used as coaxial interconnects in cell
phones, automotive systems, and similar applications where size,
weight, and cost are critical. mini-uHF connectors terminate to
rG-58, rG-58a, rG-58b, rG-58c, and belden 9258 cables.
crimp-type cable plugs and jacks as well as panel and pcb
receptacles are available.

family consists of the well established 10mm interface and the
11mm solutions ak1 and ak2. different versions are available
with latch, pushbutton, and reversed locking legs. the filter
elements are coil, mono-block, and multi-material ferrite.

Airbag electrical Harness amphenol will work with the

lighting electrical Harness amphenol will work with the

systems are becoming more intelligent each year. to help
customers cope with new components amphenol creates
robust and intelligent cable assemblies for all aspects of
cooling, suspension, and exhaust systems.

customer to design and build airbag electrical harnesses
designed for specific needs. based on the customers’
specifications, we will source and assemble airbag connectors
with other components such as terminals, housings, clips,
tubes, and tape to assure a quality end-product.

customer to produce specialized electrical harnesses for
vehicle lighting. we will source the necessary parts such as
connectors, terminals, housings, clips, tubes, and tape to build
the right solution for the customer at the right price. typically
these harnesses are used for headlight applications.

overmolded Harsh environment Wiring Harness

sensor electrical Harness amphenol will work with

steering Wheel electrical Harness amphenol will work

amphenol’s overmolded harsh environment wiring harnesses
are designed for both high and low-temperature applications.
whether it’s a connector backshell, grommet, splice joint, or
mounting point, we’re able to overmold the wiring harness
you need. our assemblies are impervious to high-vibration,
high-abrasion, moisture, oil, and corrosive elements. typical
applications include mining and agricultural equipment.

customers to determine the perfect solution for their power
steering electrical harness needs. based on customers’
specifications, we will design and overmold connectors. such
sensor and electric power steering harnesses are produced
for automobile manufacturers throughout the world.

with the customer to create a solution for today’s increasingly
complex steering wheels. based on the customer’s
specifications, we will design the harness and overmold
the connectors to create a complete solution. we have the
capabilities to create harnesses with airbag and speed limit
functions built-in.

Wiring Harness for Gearbox transmissions and diesel
engines these harsh environment wire harness and cable

Custom Box Builds amphenol has vast experience in valueadd box builds for our customers worldwide. we will work with
your engineers to create the complete assemblies that your
business requires. we can source and integrate your specific
circuits into a complete solution along with our connectors
and cables.

Fuse Box design the high power systems in electric
vehicles creates unique challenges for vehicle fuses. the
power handling specifications encountered are far higher than
normally seen in automobiles. we can not only create high
power interconnects with integrated fuses but we can create
turnkey fuse boxes to spec.

engine Control, Cooling, shock Absorber, and exhaust
Cable Asssemblies engine cooling, suspension, and exhaust

assemblies are able to withstand high-temperatures while
undergoing high-vibration, high-abrasion, and high-humidity.
solutions are available for sealing requirements, chemical
resistance, and custom harness securing through innovative
overmolding processes and proven designs.
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HV Connectors and Harnesses Amphenol has leveraged its
extensive background in power connectors and harnesses to
create a line of high voltage interconnects for the automotive
market for use in next generation hybrid and electric vehicles.
These solutions use Amphenol’s proven RADSOK® contact and
can be integrated into application specific harnesses.

Transmission Interconnect Amphenol’s rugged crash test

ECTA Automotive High-Voltage Connectors Amphenol’s

worthy transmission housing connector is designed to bring
power to electric motors within transmission housings. It
uses Amphenol’s proven RADSOK® contacts which allow for
far more power in a smaller package. This interconnect is
specifically designed for the harsh environment found beneath
the car.

ECTA connectors, receptacles, and harnesses are designed
for use in battery systems, generators, electric motors, power
distribution, electronic air conditioning, oil pumps, service
plugs, and diagnostic plugs. Featuring a quick connecting
push-pull mechanism, the ECTA is an ideal solution for next
generation hybrid and electric vehicles.

Modular Power Distribution Unit Amphenol’s modular
power distribution unit is designed to distribute power to
vehicle electronics using our proven high power connector
interfaces. These modular units can easily be customized for
a given vehicle application to fit packaging needs. Modules
can integrate fuses as needed.

350A / 1000V Rated GT Style Utilizing our unique high
power RADSOK® contact, Amphenol has leveraged our long
history as leaders in high power industrial interconnects to
design a GT style circular connector for high power vehicle
applications. Suitable for harsh environments our high power
circular connectors come in a variety of sizes to suit your
needs. The connectors can be designed with a variety of
insert arrangements and either screw or reverse bayonet
coupling.

Bi-Metallic Busbars Amphenol has developed extensive
expertise in solving a central issue experienced by all
manufacturers of high energy storage systems – a cost
effective production process for bonding dissimilar metals
together. Through years of R&D, Amphenol can provide you
with the turn-key parts you need for interconnecting battery
cells.

Bi-Metallic Welding With today’s modern battery systems

High Voltage Cable Assemblies Amphenol has the
capabilities to create custom solutions for all your high voltage
and high current needs common in many hybrid and electrical
car applications.

the need to combine dissimilar metals together creates
significant hurdles to robust battery module and pack
design. Our engineers have years of experience studying
and designing welding techniques for bonding dissimilar
metals. Our techniques are designed for use with high-volume
automated production systems.

Manual Service Disconnect with/without Fuse
Amphenol’s standard fused and non-fused manual service
disconnects can be configured to meet your packaging
requirements. Our manual service disconnect with fuse
packages a specially designed high power fuse in a very
compact package. Safety systems include last-mate, firstbreak, touch-proof contacts, as well as a convenient nylon
handle for removing the unit. Our manual service disconnect
without fuse includes a safety circuit to ensure that power is
never going through the unit when disconnecting. For added
safety, touch-proof contacts are included.

8 automotive
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Module-to-Module Interconnects Our long standing

Pack-to-Car Interconnects Amphenol has the high power

leadership in designing high-current interconnects for harsh
environments makes us the logical choice for interconnecting
the high power modules that form battery packs. Using
modular designs and our proven-superior RADSOK® insert,
we can design the space-saving interconnect solution you are
looking for.

interconnects needed for connecting a battery pack to
the automobile’s electrical system. These interconnects
are extremely robust and integrate necessary last-mate,
first-break safety systems to ensure safe connecting and
disconnecting. You can select an off-the-shelf design or
our engineers can work with you to create the customized
interconnect you require.

IEC 62196-2 Plug and Receptacle The IEC 62196-2 is a
three-phase AC charging plug capable of low current DC and
single-phase AC vehicle charging which allows for maximum
flexibility for future charging and battery technologies. Only
available in areas where three-phase electricity is residentially
available (includes most of Europe).

SAE J1772 Level II Plug and Receptacle The SAE J1772
Level II is the new standard interface for single phase AC
charging in North America and Japan. Level I (16A) and Level II
(30 – 70A) versions are available. Amphenol has lead the way
in development of this standard and is ready to support OEMs
as their plug-in vehicles go from prototype to serial production.

Micro-Vehicle Charge Connector Designed specifically

Travel Charge Cord Set Amphenol’s expertise in the electric

for use on small urban electric vehicles, this connector
provides users with a very quick and easy mating interface
for high current quick charging. This connector is designed for
high mating cycles and has a very user-friendly low level of
insertion force. This connector features a variety of pin layouts
to accommodate between 60 and 400 A.

vehicle market allows us to cost effectively produce rugged
travel charge cord assemblies. These assemblies allow the
PHEV or EV owner to plug their car into standard wall outlets
while on the go where a dedicated charge station may not be
available.

Smart Card Systems Amphenol has a long history of
creating smart card systems for a multitude of applications.
Amphenol’s smart card systems are tailor-made for integration
into EV charge stations for customer identification and
payment. We also have unique expertise in RF solutions
needed for contactless payment systems.

SAE J1772 Level III Plug and Receptacle The Level III
plug and receptacle is a DC fast charging, high current charge
interface capable of 550A. Amphenol is at the forefront
of design and development of the SAE J1772 Level III/DC
standard and has been central in SAE’s efforts to standardize
this product.

Charge Station Amphenol produces all of the components
needed in today’s charge stations; from the charge cable
assembly, smart card system or contact-less payment method,
to the RF connectors and antennas. We can also do complete
box builds integrating your specific boards and software to
deliver a turn-key solution to you.

automotive 9
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Broadband Communications

Broadband Communications

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.

Amphenol is a world leader in broadband cable television
communication products with industry-leading engineering, design,
and manufacturing expertise. Amphenol offers a broad range of
coaxial cable products to service the growing broadband market, from
customer premises cables and interconnect devices to distribution
cable and fiber optic components. Amphenol also has diverse
interconnect products deployed on a wide range of broadband
equipment from sophisticated head-end equipment to digital settop boxes, high-speed cable modems, and DBS interface devices.
Amphenol leads the way in broadband communications.

United States

Amphenol Cables on Demand
United States

Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
United States

Amphenol RF
United States

Amphenol Tuchel Electronics GmbH
Germany

Amphenol AssembleTech (Xiamen) Co., Ltd.
China

Amphenol East Asia Elect. Tech. Shenzhen Co., Ltd.
China

Amphenol RF Asia
China

Amphenol TFC (Changzhou) Communications
Equipment Co., Ltd.
China

Amphenol Tuchel Electronics - China
China

Amphenol East Asia Limited-Taiwan
Taiwan

From the central office through to the set-top box, Amphenol’s high performance
cable and interconnect products are a key enabler of high-definition video, highspeed internet and cable-based telephony. Our products enable our customers to
deliver sharp video, clear voice, and the highest bandwidth internet connection to
homes around the world.

CAtV drop and specialty Cables amphenol’s drop and
specialty cables for the catv market range from 59, 6, and 11
series cables used daily in the field to the unique specialty
cables used in head-end equipment and other devices that
require the unique features and touch that only amphenol can
deliver. our mini coaxial product line offers many space-saving
and performance-enhancing options needed in today’s evergrowing markets.

Coaxial and multi-coaxial Cables for telecommunications
Applications amphenol is one of the premier manufacturers
in latin america for coaxial cables for the telecommunications
industries. our product profile provides designs for specialized
applications needing single coaxial and multi-coaxial
cables in various sizes, combinations, and specifications
for telecommunications as well as the radio, video, tv, and
information industries.

Control and instrumentation Cables amphenol’s factories in
south korea and brazil specialize in numerous types of wire and
cables used for applications beyond catv. our high-quality
control and instrumentation control cables are used worldwide
for numerous applications and device interconnects.

semiflex trunk & distribution Cable amphenol’s low-

telephony Cables amphenol’s superior telephony cables come

d.c. loop resistance of t10 and tx10 cable results in lower
installation and annual power costs. these cables are ideal
for urban and coastal environments, feeder or underground
applications, and are resistant to extensive mechanical abuse
and rodent attack. these cables have a specified 1 Ghz
bandwidth for all rebuilds, upgrades, or new plants, and
allows a system to handle future demands.

in indoor, outdoor, burial, and interconnect varieties in use by
telecom operators throughout brazil and around the world.
requirements for assemblies using our telephony cables can
be handled in house with amphenol connectors from various
divisions around the world.

tX15 Flexible Feeder Cable amphenol’s tx15 Flexible

Fiber optic Feed-thru Assemblies amphenol’s fiber optic

Bundled Cable catv head-end upgrade projects often

Feeder cable has the low signal loss of a hardline cable with
the high mechanical flexibility of a drop cable. tx15 cables
are perfect for multiple dwelling units and any other settings
requiring tight bends and severe turns.

feed-thru assemblies were developed to provide a means
of connecting optical transport cables to optical processing
equipment. dielectric and armored optical cable styles are
available for connecting 1 to 24 terminated fibers through
either a stainless steel or polymer 5/8”-24 threaded housing.
the unique sealing design protects without the need of an
external sealing heat shrink.

require re-routing dozens of coaxial cables within the headend to equipment 50 feet away or more. to help reduce
some of the labor intensive costs involved in these projects,
amphenol has developed a series of head-end cable "bundles"
that can group a number of cables within a common pvc
jacket. this product reduces the number of cable "pulls",
thereby reducing time and cost.

thinline amphenol's thinline semiflex is our newest
development in hardline coaxial cables. available in the
0.396", 0.540", 0.715" and 0.860" sizes at impedances
of 50 Ω and 75 Ω, the seamless outer conductor provides
superior flexibility and bending characteristics. our unique
process of triple bonding amongst all the components of the
hardline coaxial cable provides for the cleanest coreability and
preparation for connectorization.

broadband 11

Hdmi and mini Hdmi amphenol creates high-quality Hdmi
and mini Hdmi cables for today's high definition media. our
Hdmi and mini Hdmi cables use amphenol connectors and
can be customized to meet your specific needs. special
configurations may include customized coloring, customized
connector configurations, and customized angles.

HdtV Products amphenol offers a full line of Hdtv and a/v
cables for home theater applications and a variety of other
solutions serving the broadband telecommunications marketplace.

QuickConnect Jumpers amphenol’s Quickconnect connector

telecom Cable Assemblies amphenol’s telecom cable

Window Jumper amphenol’s window jumper is a 12" flat

system is a permanently fixed overmolded coaxial cable assembly
for broadband applications. this unique assembly is ideal for
broadband self-install kits due to its ergonomic hexagonal shape
which is easily gripped and properly tightened without using
tools. since the hexagonal overmolded plastic is permanently
fixed to the connector it does not pose a potential choking hazard.

assemblies are widespread in the brazilian market and
recognized for their superior quality. these assemblies are
utilized by companies such as alcatel, nec, zte, and Huawei,
and various other original equipment manufacturers in the
country of brazil.

cable assembly designed to allow the easy installation of cable
or satellite television or internet service without having to drill
through walls. the cable assembly is extremely durable and
was designed to withstand at least 50,000 window opening/
closing cycles. it is also resistant to temperature fluctuations
from -40° to 80° c and salt spray.

CAtV Hardline / semi-flex Connectors amphenol offers
a full line of catv Hardline / semiflex connectors to meet the
demanding requirements of HFc broadband infrastructures
of catv multiple system operators and telephone companies
worldwide. our 3-piece connector design ensures high-quality
performance, easy maintenance, and durability in the global
marketplace.

CAtV splitters, Amplifiers, Couplers, enclosures, and
Premise Hardware amphenol offers a full line of catv

Cmts interconnects amphenol’s cmts cable harnesses

Hd BNC Hd bnc delivers true 75 ohm performance in a
footprint 51% smaller than traditional bnc connectors,
allowing four times the density. engineered to enhance
electrical and mechanical performance, the Hd bnc connector
features the trusted, push and turn interface of traditional
bnc, providing tactile feedback and a positive lock for quick
and guaranteed mating.

12 broadband

splitters, amplifiers, couplers, enclosures, and premise
hardware to meet all cable installers needs. these products
are designed for indoor and outdoor applications. splitters
and couplers are available for mounting in both vertical or
horizontal positions and vary in size from 2 to 16 ports.

cover either internal or external assemblies for cable modem
terminations systems. the external harnesses typically use
bundled 75 ohm cable. internal cable assemblies typically run
no longer than 18", but due to the dense nature of the chassis,
special consideration has to be given to the size and flexibility
of the cable.

Gangmate interconnects amphenol offers two configurations

Hdmi Connectors amphenol’s Hdmi connectors provide an

mCX the mcx series is a great option where weight and physical

of Gangmate interconnect: board-to-board and input/output.
board-to-board allows multiple rF connections to be made
between two fixed pc boards. input/output allows the connection
between external cable connectors and internal pcb connectors.
applications include cmts, internet, and telecommunications.

interface between any compatible digital audio/video source
and a compatible digital audio and/or video monitor. these
connectors support standard, enhanced, or high-definition
video, plus multi-channel digital audio on a single cable.

space are limited. the mcx provides broadband capability though
6 GHz in a snap-on connector design. a range of connectors
are available, including printed circuit board and cable connectors.
typical applications include automotive, wireless lan, broadband,
and wireless infrastructure markets. mcx connectors conform
to the european cecc 22000 spec.

QuickConnect ii amphenol is pleased to announce our

smart Card Connector smart card connectors are integral
components of a smart card reader or terminal, and provide
electrical contact to the smart card’s pads. the connector is not
a standalone peripheral device. an additional interface circuit is
necessary to be able to read and write to the smart card whether
a smart card is a memory only or a microprocessor card.

Fiber optic interconnect Products amphenol is a

type F amphenol knows that low-performance F receptacles
could not be used in high-speed cable modems and customer
interface units (cius). the industry has challenged connector
manufacturers to develop high-performance connectors
featuring -30 db return loss at 1 Ghz – amphenol has met this
challenge. our high-performance F-connectors comply with a
3/8-32 thread specification. primary applications are for cable
television (catv), set-top boxes, and cable modems.

type G our type G connector is a slide-on alternative to the

newest field-installable compression connector. this connector
features an ergonomic integral molded design that cannot be
removed. with its hexagonal shape, users can easily attain a
high level of torque without the use of a tightening tool. with
its narrow design, Quickconnect ii is ideal for use in confined
spaces such as set-top box rear backplanes.

smB developed in the 1960s, this sub miniature interface
has snap-on coupling. amphenol’s smb connectors conform
to the requirements of mil-c-39012, and the interface is in
compliance with mil-std-348. available in 50 Ω and 75 Ω,
the smb provides broadband capability through 10 GHz with
a snap-on connector design and utilizes die cast components
in non-critical areas to provide a low-cost solution.

premier manufacturer of optical interconnect products.
amphenol offers a complete line of products, including fiber
management systems, attenuators, jumpers, couplers, and
outdoor cable assemblies, which are designed to meet the
most rigorous industry standards.

type F with 15a continuous current rating. the type G complies
with the mil-std 202 specification for vibration, shock, thermal
shock, moisture resistance, and salt spray. the type G has an
impedance of 75 Ω — ideal for catv applications. the type
G line consists of bulkhead mount jack receptacles and pcb
mount jack receptacles.
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Industrial

Industrial

amphenol industrial operations
United States

Amphenol is a technology leader in the design, manufacture, and
supply of high-performance interconnect systems for a broad range of
industrial applications, including medical equipment, factory automation,
heavy equipment, instrumentation, motion control, rail mass
transportation, alternative energy, and natural resource exploration.
Amphenol’s core competencies include application specific industrial
interconnect solutions utilizing integrated assemblies with flexible
printed circuits as well as high-power interconnects requiring a high
degree of engineering and system integration. Our innovative solutions
facilitate the increasing demands of embedded computing and power
distribution.

amphenol alden Products
United States

amphenol Fiber Systems international
United States

amphenol interconnect Products Corporation
United States

amphenol PCD, inc.
United States

amphenol Sine Systems Corporation
United States

amphenol Steward enterprises
United States

amphenol tCS
United States

amphenol australia Pty Ltd.
Australia

amphenol air LB S.a.S.
France

amphenol Socapex S.a.S.
France

amphenol tuchel electronics GmbH
Germany

amphenol interconnect india
India

amphenol Limited
United Kingdom

amphenol technology (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd.
China

amphenol tuchel electronics - China
China

Guangzhou amphenol electronics
Communications, Co., Ltd.
China

amphenol DaeShin elect and Precision Co., Ltd.
Korea

amphenol LtW technology Co., Ltd.
Taiwan

When u2 unveiled the biggest LeD screen ever used in concert touring during their
360° tour, we had front row seats. amphenol’s high performance custom cable
assemblies were selected to help create the world’s first transferable 360° LeD
screen with over 500,000 pixels of video.
ImAge prOvIded cOurtesy Of bArcO

rAdsoK® radsok’s® hyperbolic contact geometry offers many

Ground|mate with the new Ground|mate series, amphenol is

Power Bus - sur-lok & Hi-lok amphenol now features

advantages, such as contact coverage of up to 65% and
absorption of vibration, as well as a superior durability of the
contact element. amperage capacities of above 300a are
achieved while still allowing for a high number of mating cycles.

able to replace the now used pe connections, made up of ring
terminals in electrical cabinets, with pluggable contacts. by
using the well-known and field-proven radsok® technology
in combination with the click|fit locking device, a high-current
carrying capacity is achieved. owing to different locking
parameters, it is possible to connect Ground|mate contacts
with pins or threads.

the sur-lok compression lug and Hi-lok semi-permanent
high-amperage connector. sur-lok is a field-crimpable
contact assembly featuring radsok® technology. Hi-lok was
invented in response to customer demand for a tool-less but
semi-permanent high-amperage connector. often used as a
replacement to the traditional threaded post and ring terminal.

Wall Bushing Connector this new patented power feedthrough solution is designed for easy assembly even in difficult
to access areas. based on radsok® technology, the wall
bushing connector enjoys high current capacity, low mating
forces, and a high number of mating cycles. designed for
cabin applications on commercial vehicles, this connector
shows its reliability at high vibrations in rough environments.

Power-link/Armor-link the power-link/armor-link
series cable offers a highly reliable and cost effective cable
solution for the solar market. tin-plated copper insulated by
a high-temperature cross-linked polymer jacket provides you
with maximum performance and durability. armor-link offers
an extra protective layer to protect the cable from damages
caused by rodents and other pests.

Helios H4 the H4 comes from the innovative family of
amphenol’s Helios solar products. Quick and easy snap-lock
mating and reliable crimp terminations make this an ideal
solution for field installation. the long-term uv and ozone
resistance, as well as the low-resistance self-cleaning
contact grid, distinguish the H4 as the most efficient and
durable solar connector option. the H4 is fully intermateable
with industry standards.

solar Junction Boxes the amphoton line of junction box

5015 amphenol’s 5015 series is a rugged, versatile, and

97 amphenol’s 97 series is the lowest-cost cylindrical

assemblies are produced exclusively for solar modules. with
13 box models and endless pole/diode configurations paired
with our power-link or armor-link cables and Helios H4
connectors, we can meet any need for both crystalline silicone
and thin-film applications.

environmental resistant connector with proven electrical
capability. 5015 series connectors are medium to heavyweight cylindrical connectors with 5 shell styles, 19 shell
sizes, and 5 service classes. the 5015 offers 286 contact
arrangements from 1 to 104 circuits. it is available in solder or
crimp contacts, threaded coupling, coaxial and thermocouple
contacts, and roHs compliant versions.

interconnect solution in the proven 5015 family connector
style. an extremely versatile connector family, the 97 series
offers six shell options, 128 different contact arrangements,
1 to 52 circuits, one of the largest selections of insert patterns
on the connector market, and crimp, solder, thermocouple,
and pcb (100 suffix) contacts.
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ACA-B the aca-b is designed for commercial and industrial

Pt these miniature cylindrical connectors offer twice the
number of contacts in half the size of a standard connector.
these miniature bayonet connectors are available in several
series, each with varying design characteristics and customer
options to meet cost considerations and provide maximum
design flexibility. there are two styles within the family that
are ms approved and qualified to mil-c-26482 series 1, as
well as several proprietary styles.

Amphe-Power the amphe-power ® series consists of three
of the time-tested and reliable families of amphenol industrial
connectors, all of which are mil-5015 style, medium to
heavy-duty cylindricals. this series, enhanced with radsok®
sockets, can now handle up to 50% higher amperages. current
amphe-power ® product lines support from 50a to 1000a
continuous-duty.

P-lok the p-lok connector is a rapid mate multi-pin push-

Gt the Gt interconnect Family is a high-performance, high-power,

pull connector engineered to provide reliable yet convenient
electrical connections for a wide variety of industrial and
commercial applications. p-lok features the same electrical
characteristics as mil-c-5015 connectors.

rugged, and sealed connector with reverse bayonet coupling.
originally designed for use by the military, the Gt has become
the preferred connector for mass transit. the heavy duty Gt
connector is also widely used in commercial, geophysical,
aerospace, ground support, and shipboard applications.

Vortex Gt the vortex Gt is a Gt shell type connector with
reverse bayonet coupling radsok® technology, designed
specifically for delivering high-power from source to load.
the plug contact is an 18mm crimp type radsok® socket
combined with an 8mm radsok® pin. the receptacle contact
is an 8mm screw type radsok® pin combined with an 8mm
radsok® socket. uses include electrical generators, fuel cells,
load banks, and charging systems.

Amphe-lite™ the amphe-lite™ connector series is designed
for signal, power, rF, or fiber optic interconnect requirements
in harsh environments. the amphe-lite™ series offers the
highest performance capabilities for severe environment
applications, yet is cost-effective enough for general-duty
and non-environmental applications.

Amphe-eX™ amphenol, the worldwide leader in explosion-proof

AdG & AdGC amphenol’s adG series connectors are used

and hazardous-environment interconnects, introduces a new,
miniature, explosion-proof threaded connector specifically
designed to allow a signal to pass through zone rated areas
using coax, fiber optic, or standard copper cables. the new
amphe-ex ™ is complimentary to amphenol’s industry-proven
star-line ex.™ in addition, the rugged amphe-ex ™ connectors
are atex and iecex approved for zone 1-rated applications.

principally in rail mass transit and heavy industry applications.
their main characteristic is the fast and precise coupling of the
receptacle and plug connectors. three bayonet ramps on the
receptacle allow for the fast and perfect mating with only a one
quarter turn of the coupling nut. they withstand exposure to
moisture, oil, and vibration.

environments requiring a rugged bayonet style connector for
heavy duty power and signal applications. a comprehensive
selection of insert arrangements and accessory hardware
configurations is featured to accommodate heavy-duty
commercial wire and cable. aca-b is manufactured in
accordance with mil-c-5015 and vG95234. the insulators
are made of high-quality polychloroprene material and
withstand temperatures of –55˚ c to +125˚ c.
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rmt inter-Car Jumpers inter-car jumpers from amphenol
provide electrical connections between all types of rail vehicles
and can be supplied for low-voltage and signals, high-voltage,
3-phase, and fiber optic systems. these jumpers are designed
to suit a variety of insert arrangements, different currents and
voltages, and many different cable sizes and types.

AmHtC amphenol’s amHtc series (amphenol High-tension

eco|mate eco|mate is a circular connector featuring easy

connectors) is primarily used for railway vehicle-installable
power distribution systems. they offer the ultimate in safety
and reliability under the most severe operating conditions.
amHtc is available in two standard varieties, which allow
complete hook up through the standard daisy chain principle.

operation, reduced dimensions, and a more robust design
to withstand harsh conditions. the connector’s primary
applications are factory automation, machining, and medical.
the series comprises a large selection of housings and shapes,
as well as models with screw, solder, and crimp termination.

C16-3 the c16-3 circular connector series is designed
to meet the high-performance requirements of harshenvironment industrial applications. the range includes
versions with screw and crimp terminations. a selection of
crimp contacts for hand crimp tools and for crimp machines
enables a reliable termination resulting in qualitative,
technical, and economic advantages. a broad selection of
housing styles are available.

C091 the c091 connector series is used in automation, test

eCtA 133 / eCtA 544 the ecta 133 is ideally suited to
industrial applications due to its rugged design, convenient
push-pull operation, wide range of contact sizes, and high contact
density. ecta 544 series plastic circular connectors are used
for industrial applications such as: robotics, laboratory test
equipment, transportation, and tool interconnection. the
ecta 133 & ecta 544 are designed, produced, and certified
according to en 61984.

A type the a-type xlr chassis receptacles have been designed

AC series C the ac series c type chassis receptacles feature
two connectors in one space saving housing. a combined
xlr female receptacle together with a 6.35mm (1/4”) phone
jack give the designer more flexibility ensuring premium board
space is saved. various configurations are available in either
stereo or mono layouts with vertical/horizontal printed circuit
board or solder contacts.

and manufactured with the original equipment manufacturer’s
needs in mind. the compact shell design offers significant
space savings over the traditional “d” type shell providing a
higher connector density.

and measurement, medical, sensors, and telecommunications.
their proven design and performance make these connectors
a recognized industry standard. they are available with a
screw or bayonet locking system. receptacles are available for
front or back-panel mounting and offer a variety of connection
possibilities.

AX series the revolutionary ax series of xlr connectors
introduce an exciting contemporary look and feel to the
professional audio interconnect market. they are designed to
complement modern audio architecture and truly “fit” within
their environment. an impressive list of features guarantees
pure sound performance in the most demanding applications
providing unrivalled value.
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luminus luminus is a compact, configurable interconnect
with an easy, secure coupling mechanism and tough polyamide
housing. the product is ideal for today’s sophisticated
commercial, military and industrial vehicle interior
environments in which full-spectrum, adjustable, and led
lighting creates a more comfortable or productive atmosphere.
its small footprint allows for quick and efficient assembly.

m-series amphenol’s waterproof sensor connectors and

m23 m40 series our motionGrade™ m23 and m40

cable assemblies were designed for use in a variety of
environments such as factory automation, outdoor wireless,
and architectural lighting. a vast range of m8, m10.5, and m12
connectors and cable assemblies are available with sealing
levels of ip65 to ip68.

connector systems, featuring our FlexGrip™ backshell
system and rocksolid™ contacts, are designed to excel
in performance and reliability in demanding environments.
this series is ideally suited for advanced servo drive encoder
feedback applications, packaging, robotic, printing, machine
tool, medical, and automation environments where control
signal transmission or power are required in a robust and
compact delivery system.

At and AHd series the at and aHd series™ connectors

rt360 rt360 industrial circular connectors are multi-

Barracuda the barracuda range of environmental ip68 sealed

were designed as a high-performance, cost-effective
solution within heavy equipment, agricultural, automotive,
military, alternative energy and other demanding interconnect
architectures. both series of connectors are compatible with
existing standard products industry-wide, and are ideal for
any situation where either controlled and/or uncontrolled
environmental conditions exist.

way connectors available in 6 shell sizes and 22 insert
arrangements with a variety of wire gauge options. they were
designed to be intermateable with other industry standard
connectors, such as the souriau trim trio utG and utp
industrial connector families and the cannon trident series.
rt360 connectors are currently available in rt-16awG,
rt-20awG and rtHp versions.

connectors is specifically designed for harsh applications where
water, dust, oil, or spray is present. these molded connectors
are interchangeable with the equivalent bulgin standard
buccaneer range of connectors, which feature enhanced
ergonomics and ruggedized moldings. the barracuda bodies
are molded from glass filled nylon and all have the same
outside diameter of 38mm at the largest point.

marine amphenol is a leader in the marine electronics market
offering waterproof housing integration and standard nmea
2000 cable assemblies. our products are commonly found in
a variety of marine applications as embedded communication
links between radios, Gps systems, antennas, boat motors,
and fish and depth finders.

Pulse-Net ® industrial ethernet pulse-net ® is a ruggedized

Pulse-lok ® Auto Coupling Connectors amphenol

ethernet connector that offers the convenience and functionality
of a standard rj45 connector plus push & click, pulse-lok®
mating action for positive confirmation of engagement, industry
standard components and termination tools, and multiple
termination options.

offers a variety of small, robust metal and plastic
circular connectors featuring pulse-lok, an auto latching
connector system that provides audible, visible and tactile
confirmation that the connector is mated properly. sealed
ipx7, this connector is found in applications as diverse
as led lighting, mobile communications and agricultural
equipment.
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led led customized waterproof cable assemblies are integral
components of any outdoor led architectural, stage and
street lighting, or panel display. amphenol manufactures
waterproof ip66 to ip68 circular, hybrid (power + signal),
and d-sub connectors and cable assemblies to meet any led
display need. led chips are embedded in waterproof cable
assemblies using a unique low-pressure injection process.

optron Hybrid Connectors amphenol’s optron connectors
are a complete line of circular hybrid connectors designed
and qualified to mil-prF-28876, rev. e. they are precision
machined and designed to provide superior optical performance
in extreme environmental conditions. the Quickloc backshell
also allows easy access to maintain or reconfigure termini
without altering the captivated aramid fiber.

PrlC the prlc series uses mil-c-38999 series iii construction
with a tri-start mating mechanism, an excellent anti-vibration
coupling. the connector has a generic construction throughout,
all housed within a shell size 13. typical applications for prlc
include: oil and gas exploration, and mass transit. the shell
material is nickel, aluminum, bronze for marine and mass
transit applications and stainless steel for oil field and mining
applications.

Neptune the neptune connector series is designed to perform

Power mount amphenol’s power mount series combines

in demanding environments such as oil and gas exploration
and modular power generation equipment. neptune’s
aluminum hardware is both lightweight and rugged resulting in
a connecter that is 50% of the size and weight of competitive
products. the use of the radsok® contact system allows for
more amperage and voltage through a smaller connector.

radsok® contact technology with our industry tested tmpc
contact design to form a new range of power connectors.
designed to meet the rugged requirements of the oil and gas
exploration market, the power mount provides increased
amperages in a single pin connector. the molded flange is
available in ac/dc color codes to protect the user from cross
mating in the field.

deepsight in response to the growing need for fiber optic
monitoring systems in oil wells, amphenol has developed
the deepsight fiber optic connector for use in down-hole
applications. deepsight has the ability to withstand the high
pressure, temperatures, and corrosive fluids found in downhole environments. these connectors are precision-machined
and designed to provide superior optical performance in
extreme conditions.

star-line™/star-line™ eX the amphenol star-line™ series

Precision rF apc stands for amphenol precision connector and

Cable Glands amphenol, the worldwide leader in explosionproof and hazardous environment interconnects, introduces
our broad range of explosion-proof and industrial cable glands.
the new cable Gland product line is designed to perform in
the most demanding environments. amphenol’s complete line
of ex zone 1 and 2 rated cable glands offers our customers
great flexibility.

was developed by amphenol and Hewlett-packard engineers.
the apc is the first instrument-grade coaxial connector series
to achieve repeatable te11 mode resonance-free signal
transmission from dc - 50 GHz with a minimum return loss
of 26 db. these 50 Ω connectors are designed for test and
measurement equipment where reliable performance is critical
for repeated connect/disconnect cycles.

connectors are heavy duty environmentally sealed plugs and
receptacles used in all types of industrial and aerospace
applications. these compact environmental connectors provide
outstanding performance in complex ground support cable
networks, process control systems, and instrumentation systems.
the star-line ex® series is a hybrid form of the parent starline®
product line. typical uses include: petrochemical refineries,
land, and offshore drilling systems.
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PowerBoss / PowerBosslite / ControlBoss the advantage

mini/micros/Power distribution our factory automation

, powerbosslite™
, and controlboss™ hybrid
line™ powerboss™
interconnect systems provide power, control, and communication
connectivity on a plug and play basis. the development of modular,
crush-resistant, factory-molded connectors has eliminated the
need for hardwired or traditional conduit installations.

patchcords and cordsets were developed in response to the
need of a robust, streamlined and scalable product for use in
all robotic and material handling systems such as conveyors,
sorting, automated storage and retrieval, packaging, overhead
transport and palletizing.

Armorlite™ Protected Cables amphenol’s armorlite™ protected
cables are a cost-effective solution to expensive conventional
armored cables. For many years, seismic exploration companies
have looked for a solution to keep seismic crews working in
conditions where small animal bites have shut them down.
seismic crews using cables protected with armorlite™ have
seen production in these areas improve tremendously.

Geophone strings & Products amphenol provides a wide

Geophysical Connectors amphenol’s geophysical connectors

telemetry seismic Cables amphenol is an independent

range of vibration measurement devices called Geophones.
Geophones are sophisticated measuring devices and are
based on a coil suspended by springs in a magnetic field,
within a steel case. the seismic industry today demands tight
tolerances to meet the exacting standards of a modern seismic
survey. amphenol’s geophones are a cost-effective solution
backed by a 3-year warranty.

are used in land seismic, transition zone, marine, and down-hole
markets. our capabilities include: land, marsh, and marine
geophone, hydrophone, and array connectors; gender and
polarity pocket adapters; battery and specialty overmolded
connectors; and cable overmolding.

designer and manufacturer of telemetry seismic cables used
with a wide range of seismic data acquisition systems such as
i/o, sercel, aram, and Fairfield. we specialize in engineering
products that perform globally in all climates and conditions such
as land (arctic & desert), transition, and marine environments.

C146 Heavy duty Connectors the c146 series offers a
large range of heavy duty rectangular connectors designed
for applications in harsh industrial environments. inserts for
power or signal transmissions are available as well as a modular
connector system to combine both in one connector. the robust
metal housing offers excellent emc ratings and can withstand
salt spray common in offshore applications.

ePower the epower 400a connector series is designed for the
demanding requirements of hybrid/electric vehicle and utility
truck electrical systems operating at 800vdc to 1000vdc with
a 300 to 500a rating. the product incorporates the patented
radsok® technology for higher amperage, lower t-rise, less
resistance and mating forces. the connector series offers 2,
3, or 4 contacts.

mrC Connector the mrc connector is a modular rectangular
connector, and consists of a rugged aluminum frame, plastic
modules with many insert arrangements, and crimping
contacts for high current (power) and low current (signal).
mrc has a self-lockable system specially designed for rmt
applications with high vibration.
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smart Card Connectors smart card connectors are integral
components of a smart card reader or terminal, and provide
electrical contact to the smart card’s pads. amphenol provides
smart card connectors for use in a variety of applications such
as set top boxes, payment terminals, vending machines, and
automotive applications.

High-Voltage Cable Assemblies amphenol offers a wide

PoWerluG amphenol’s powerluG cable termination is formed

variety of standard high-voltage connectors rated from 1kv
to 75kvdc. High-voltage, detachable feed throughs are also
available for imaging (x-ray) and laser therapy applications.
these miniature high-voltage interconnects allow the designer
to greatly reduce the size and complexity of oil-filled power
supplies and x-ray tubes. custom hybrid, high-voltage
connectors are also available for applications like defibrillation
and electro surgery.

from contiguous copper stranding, eliminating the crimp joint
of standard ring terminals. this significantly increases cable
termination reliability while reducing the mv drop inherent
within a crimp joint. closer spacing is allowed as the joint
diameter does not exceed the diameter of the terminated cable.
available in standard or custom powerluG configurations.

Bus Bar - Power distribution amphenol’s bus bars provide a

rmt Junction Boxes amphenol has designed a wide range

diN terminal Blocks & interface modules modular din

means of power distribution between power generator boxes,
terminal blocks, and smaller terminal block interconnects.
bus bars are available in various standard sizes and shapes as
well as in custom designs. bus bars present high mechanical
resistance and are resistant to high temperatures.

of termination boxes allowing customers to terminate different
types and sizes of cables on the underside and within rail
vehicles. these termination boxes are designed to meet very
harsh environmental conditions encountered in the rail mass
transit market including: high-voltage bus line boxes, traction
motor connection boxes, shore supply connection boxes, dc
supply connection boxes, and tpws connection boxes.

rail-mount “inside the box” wire-to-wire terminal blocks
come in screw clamp, spring clamp, and bolt wire attachment
configurations. standard and application-specific din railmount “inside the box” wiring transition and signal conditioning
interface modules for systems integration, supplement din
terminal blocks to reduce installed cost and enclosure size,
while increasing wiring reliability.

PCB terminal Blocks amphenol’s pcb terminal blocks offer
a broad range of standard and application-specific fixed and
pluggable i/o for wire-to-board. available in screw clamp, cage
clamp, and spring clamp wire attachment in numerous pitches
and are ul, csa, and tuv approved.

FlexiPlug® Hybrid Pluggable Block amphenol’s Flexiplug®
combines u.s.-style standard screwdriver barrier-block wire
terminations with a european-style pluggable block nose, and
will mate with most standard headers. screw/pressure-plate
terminations enclosed in a tri-barrier configuration accept
either a #2 philips-head or a 1/4” flat screwdriver and will
accommodate up to two 12 awG wires or ring-/fork-tongue
terminals.

Custom terminal Blocks From complete wiring
management enclosures to slight variations on existing
designs, amphenol has all of your custom terminal block
needs covered. we are happy to tailor any i/o block to your
specific application whether it be performance criteria or
just a distinctive appearance. since we offer a broad range
of both standard products and standard options, we are
often able to customize even smaller projects without delay
or expense.
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ProduC ts

Information Technology and
Data Communication
Amphenol is a global provider of interconnect solutions to designers
and manufacturers of Internet-enabling systems. Amphenol’s range
of offerings in backplane interconnect systems, cable assembly,
connector products, and electrical and optical cable span applications
in servers, storage systems, optical and copper networking equipment,
modems, hubs, routers, switches, media display systems, and internet
appliances. With our design creativity, simulation and testing capability,
and cost effectiveness, Amphenol leads the way in interconnect
development for internet equipment, infrastructure, enterprise networks,
and appliances. Whether industry standard or application-specific
designs are required, Amphenol provides customers with products that
enable performance at the leading edge of next-generation, high-speed
technology.

Information Technology and
Data Communication
amphenol TCs
united states

amphenol Cables on demand
united states

amphenol Commercial products - north america
united states

amphenol fiber optic products
united states

amphenol interCon systems
united states

amphenol interconnect products Corporation
united states

amphenol printed Circuits, inc.
united states

amphenol rf
united states

spectra strip
united states

amphenol Canada Corporation
canada

amphenol TaT Technologies
canada

amphenol Tuchel electronics gmbh
Germany

amphenol assembleTech (Xiamen) Co., ltd.
china

amphenol CnT (Xi'an) Technology Co., ltd.
china

amphenol east asia elect. Tech. shenzhen Co., ltd.
china

amphenol rf asia
china

amphenol Tuchel electronics - China
china

amphenol east asia limited-Taiwan
taiwan

amphenol omniconnect india private limited
india

The new mobile internet revolution is creating once unimaginable challenges for operators
and equipment makers of the underlying data and telecommunications networks.
amphenol is helping to drive the solution to these problems with our industry-leading
high-speed / high-bandwidth interconnect products. our 25 gb/s XCede connector
family was the first backplane connector to enable these new levels of speed, and our
engineers are developing new solutions every day to further enable this data revolution.

XCede® designed for 20+ Gbps performance, amphenol’s
xcede ® connector platform enables the future data rate
requirements of datacom, telecom, storage, and wireless
equipment. offering a linear density of 82 differential pairs per
inch, the xcede product family meets the true high-density
needs of architectures with multiple front or rear fabric slots
and blade systems with cooling straight through the backplane.
xcede meets the ieee 802.3ap v3.2 10Gbase-kr standard
with margin.

XCede ® stacker the xcede ® stacker enables parallel board-

XCede® right Angle male the xcede® right angle male

to-board designs with the same high levels of performance and
reliability as the xcede backplane system. xcede stacker is
available in a 4-pair configuration with stacking heights from
15mm to 44mm. modular construction and guidance options
allow optimized connector lengths for each application.

connector is a derivative of the xcede® family which enables
co-planar board-to-board or board-to-cable high-speed
interconnection. with 20+ Gbps performance, the xcede®
right angle male mates with standard right angle female
daughter card connectors, and is available in 85 and 100 ohm
impedance.

XCede ® Hd amphenol's xcede Hd is compliant with the

Backplanes & daughter Cards amphenol’s capabilities are

Hard metric Form Factor requirements detailed in en
61076-4-101:2001, and features a 36% increase in density
as well as enhanced electrical performance design features.
this allows the product to be more suitable for tighter card
pitches and upgrades to existing chassis designs.

among the world’s broadest and most advanced, delivering
consistent quality and high-bandwidth systems and
mission-critical applications for more than 30 years. proven
engineering and manufacturing expertise eliminates printed
circuit (flexible or rigid) design obstacles.

Crossbow™ the crossbow™ connector system is the first
differential connector truly optimized for orthogonal midplane
applications. crossbow is designed so the differential pairs
on each side of the midplane share vias, allowing designers to
take full advantage of the benefits associated with orthogonal
midplane architectures. with 20+ Gbps performance, crossbow
meets the ieee 802.3ap v3.2 10Gbase-kr standard with margin,
ensuring compliance with future 10 Gbps specifications.

eHsd® amphenol’s eHsd® connector is a shielded, high-density,
high-speed press-fit connector system optimized for differential
pair architectures. eHsd is designed to support up to 10 Gbps
backplane designs. eHsd is fully backwards compatible with
vHdm-Hsd delivering as much as 10 db lower crosstalk. a
modular design allows all the features and functionality required
in a system to be integrated in a single robust connector.

GbX ® amphenol’s Gbx® connector is a high-density

GbX® e-series amphenol’s Gbx® e-series backplane module

optimized differential connector offering a choice of density
configurations. Gbx provides increased density, exceptional
impedance matching, and low crosstalk. Gbx delivers data
rates of 5 Gbps and is ideal for 4 x 3.125 xaui links. the
Gbx connector provides up to 69 pairs per linear inch (5-pair
configuration) with a choice of configurations (2-, 3-, 4-, and
5-pair) for higher application flexibility.

is a highly optimized differential connector with a choice of
density configurations for application flexibility. the backplane
module shares the same footprint as standard Gbx, providing
a drop-in replacement that allows designers to easily scale
existing backplane platforms up to 6.25 Gbps data rates without
costly redesign.
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GbX ® l-series building on the strength of the Gbx® product
family, the Gbx l-series connector provides additional flexibility
with a cost-performance optimized solution. with the ability
to combine Gbx and Gbx l-series on the same card edge,
designers can achieve specific performance needs with a mix
of high- and low-speed connections. ideal for ttl sense and
control and other low-speed data lines.

GbX® right Angle male amphenol’s Gbx® right angle male
(ram) enables co-planar board-to-board or board-to-cable
high-speed interconnections. currently available in 2-pair
configurations (27 differential pairs per linear inch), with two
different heights (standard ram and extended ram). a
high-speed differential and l-series version are also available.

GbX® u-series upgrade to enhanced electrical performance
by changing the backplane half only. the Gbx® u-series
backplane module incorporates a new footprint and backplane
housing designed for lower crosstalk and easily scales to data
rates up to 10 Gbps. all generations of Gbx® daughtercard
connectors are compatible with the Gbx u-series.

infinXtm amphenol is developing the next generation of

Hd-optyxtm Hd-optyx™ is a blindmate, fiber optic connector,
designed for applications where flexibility and card edge
density are paramount. the innovative modular architecture
facilitates efficient layout solutions and provides a wide
array of possibilities during design-ins or system upgrades.
common components may be readily configured for custom
applications, eliminating the need for costly tooling and lost
time-to-market. the platform combines reliable performance
with ferrule protection in one compact, robust package.

NeXlev® amphenol’s nexlev ® high-density parallel board
connector is capable of handling data rates up to 12.5 Gbps,
providing a robust solution for your increasing bandwidth
demands in mezzanine applications. the connector can be
routed to support single-ended or differential architectures and
offers 20 stacking heights from 10-33mm. nexlev uniquely
applies bGa attachment technology, widely accepted for its
high reliability, making it robust both during manufacturing
and in the field.

Ventura® the ventura® platform can deliver data at 6.25 Gbps

Hdm® / Hdm Plus® amphenol’s High-density metric (Hdm®)

Hdm stacker the Hdm stacker connector optimizes card

per signal — the fastest single-ended connector available —
and reach speeds of 12 Gbps when driven differentially. with a
density of up to 178 pins/inch, ventura offers the most pins per
inch of any connector on the market. utilizing surface-mount
technology to minimize via effects, ventura is designed for
high-performance applications.

and High-density metric plus (Hdm plus®) connector family
is designed for applications that demand a combination of
high signal pin density plus high-speed signal integrity.
amphenol’s Hdm connector family has been chosen for
demanding applications in many of the high-performance
servers that support the internet, as well as other telecom
and datacom applications.

functionality in a limited space. it can be used in parallel
board packaging, mezzanine cards, parallel backplanes,
and bridgeboard applications. the connector is available in
72-pin and 144-pin signal modules in soldertail or press-fit
configurations. stacking heights range from 15mm to 32mm.

high speed mezzanine surface mount connectors. infinx tm
is optimized for differential signaling and utilizes patented
“dampening resonance” technology. the connector is capable
of supporting data rates up to 25+ Gbps, and is offered in 4
and 6 pair versions in stack heights from 10 to 38 mm.
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VHDM® The VHDM® connector platform is the industry standard
for high-speed backplane applications, with measured
performance to 3.125 Gbps and billions of pins installed
worldwide. VHDM is available in 6- and 8-Row configurations
providing 76 - 101 real signals per linear inch. Stripline
shielding allows 100% of the pins to be used for signals.

VHDM® L-Series Building on the strength of the VHDM® product
family, the VHDM L-Series connector provides additional flexibility
with a cost-performance optimized solution. With the ability
, or
to co-locate any combination of VHDM, VHD M-HSD™
VHDM L-Series on the same connector, designers can achieve
specific performance needs with a mix of high- and low-speed
connections. Ideal for TTL sense and control and other lowspeed data lines.

VHDM® Stacker Amphenol’s VHDM® Stacker allows the design

VHDM-HSD™ The VHDM-HSD™ connector is a shielded,

VHDM® H-Series VHDM® H-Series uses an 0.018" (.045mm)
PCB hole for improved routability, which can eliminate
costly layers in the printed circuit board, reduce impedance
discontinuities, and improve the ability to back-drill, reducing
via stub effects. Additional shield-compliant pins on the
daughtercard wafer improve signal integrity. VHDM H-Series is
backwards compatible and can be designed into the same slot
as standard VHDM, enabling data rates up to 6.25 Gbps.

VHDM® Cable Assemblies Amphenol’s VHDM® Cable and Flex

high-density, high-speed press-fit connector system optimized
for differential pair architectures. A modular design allows
all the features and functionality required in a system to be
integrated in a single robust connector. VHDM-HSD delivers
data rates up to 5 Gbps, scalable to 10 Gbps with backwardscompatible eHSD ® connector. Available in 5-, 6-, and 8-Row
versions.

Aptera™ The Aptera™ connector’s low-profile design addresses

Aptera Stacker™ Amphenol’s Aptera™ Stacker provides a

AirMax VS ® The AirMax VS ® connector utilizes edge-coupling

difficult packaging challenges by balancing high-speed
interconnect with the need to conserve board space and
maximize airflow. Ideal for the space constraints of high-speed
memory and card edge applications, Aptera’s low-profile
construction reduces minimum slot pitch between daughtercards
to 10mm (.39").

mezzanine solution with the same electrical performance as
standard Aptera. The connector is available in 40mm boardto-board stack heights, which mate to the standard Aptera
backplane modules.

technology to improve electrical impedance control with
optimized stagger to minimize signal crosstalk. This innovative
combination delivers a cost-effective interconnect for
multi-gigabits/s applications. To leapfrog traditional complex
Stripline designs, the AirMax VS solution utilizes “Virtual
Shields,” which eliminate costly metal interleaves between
columns. **AirMax VS is a registered trademark of FCI.

of parallel board-to-board connections with the high-speed,
high-density performance of standard VHDM. The connector
utilizes press-fit compliant pins which can be routed singleended or differentially. Zero and 15 column modules are
available with stacking heights from 18mm and up. The VHDM
Stacker delivers data rates of 3.125 Gbps with 76-101 real
signals per linear inch.

Assemblies are the cable solution complement to Amphenol’s
broad VHDM backplane product family. The VHDM backplane
system is a 3.125 Gbpsecond capable connector system on a 2
mm x 2.25 mm grid. Crosstalk is held to less than 5% through
the connector.
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C-Byte™ Compression Connector amphenol has developed
the patented c-byte™ flex compression connector system, to
substantially increase interconnection speed, reduce cost and
eliminate the soldering of mating connectors to circuit boards.
the c-byte™ flex compression system combines high-signal
integrity, solderless connector termination, and low cost in
versatile board mating configurations.

clGA ® socket Connector amphenol’s clGa® land grid array
socket system brings conventional connector-material
construction to a high-performance, low-cost socket design.
the clGa® socket is fully qualified under the eia-540boae and
telcordia Gr-1217-core specifications. the clGa product is
available in standard .050" and 1 millimeter centerline
configurations. a wide array of socket sizes and styles is available.

cstack™ amphenol’s cstack™ flex circuit assemblies combine
low-cost termination with high-speed, impedance-controlled
interconnection performance. the patented cstack™ stacking
connector used to terminate these assemblies provides high
signal integrity interconnection technology, because of the
connector’s low (.048 inch) profile between flex and board.
Flex circuitry for all cstack™ flex assemblies can be electrically
and mechanically customized to exactly fit system specifications.

Harsh environment d-sub: mdB series amphenol’s

Harsh environment rJ45: mrJ series amphenol’s complete

Harsh environment usB: musB series amphenol’s complete

rugged d-subs provide a cost-effective option for harsh
environments. these environmentally sealed d-subs utilize
high-performance thermoplastic inserts and metal die cast
shells and are supplied with screw machine contacts. these
connectors are available in both standard and high-density
versions and a variety of termination styles.

range of rugged rj45 connectors provides an ideal solution for
network data transfer in harsh and demanding environments.
this family of connectors meets military shock and vibration
requirements and are rated for ip67.

range of rugged usb connectors are offered in single and
stacked versions with rugged features that provide the ideal
solution to data transfer in harsh or demanding environments.
this family of connectors meets military shock and vibration
requirements and are rated for ip67.

e-sAtA receptacle amphenol’s high-performance external

Filtered Connectors amphenol’s Fcc57 series of filtered

FPC amphenol Flexprint connectors (c007 series) accommodate

sata receptacle has evolved from internal or inside-the-box
sata interface technology. external sata brings the same
performance and features of external storage solutions such
as usb 2.0 and Firewire (ieee 1394) to the sata interface.

micro-ribbon connectors provides a very cost-effective
solution to combat emi. the family of connectors is the
telephone industry’s standard for multiple line connections.
available in 36, 50, and 64 sizes with a variety of termination
styles, including: male/female, right angle pcb, vertical,
press-fit, and solder cup.

0.3 mm thick flexprint cable with different contact configurations
and pitch sizes. the double-sided, pre-stressed contact shape
guarantees secure contact between the flexprint circuit and the
connector, and allows insertion of the flexprint cable in either
upward or downward direction.
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sFP Connectors and Cages amphenol’s extensive offering

expressPort tm sFP+ Connectors and Cages amphenol’s

QsFP / expressPorttm QsFP+ Connectors and Cages

of sFp 1xn cages, smt connectors, and 2xn press-fit stacked
combos cover virtually every standard configuration as well
as many custom designs, and are compliant with governing
msas and standards. 1xn and stacked cages are available
with light pipes, heat sinks, and a variety of cage footprints in
both press-fit and solder tails designs.

expressporttm sFp+ series provides the next level of
performance in the sFp family, supporting data rates from
10 to 16 Gbps per channel, in both 1xn and 2xn stacked
configurations. expressporttm sFp+ cages are available
with a variety of options including heat sinks, light pipes
and emi grounding/sealing features (spring fingers or
elastomeric gaskets).

QsFp cages feature through panel or behind the panel emi
sealing features, as well as light pipes and a variety of heat
sink options to satisfy any thermal management requirement.
the connectors are available as standard surface mount
QsFp or expressporttm QsFp+ versions, which offer higher
data rates and increased bandwidth, reduced cross talk and
resonance cancellation.

XFP Connectors and Cages our robust xFp connectors
and cages are available in a single port configuration with
a variety of standard heat sink options, emi cage grounding
features, and data rate capabilities to 10 Gbps. these
press-fit cages and surface mount connectors can be
mounted “belly to belly” on a pcb to provide a stacked
configuration on the panel.

mini-sAs i/o Connectors and Cages amphenol’s mini-sas
i/o connectors and cages provide 4 data channels per port
functioning at a data rate of up to 6 Gbps per channel, and
are widely used in storage system applications (1.1,2.0, and
2.1 standards). available in 1, 2, or 4 port configurations, our
mini-sas cages feature a variety of emi grounding and sealing
features.

mini-sAs Hd i/o integrated Combo our mini-sas Highdensity connector system contains a cage and two row
stacked connector in a single press-fit package, providing 4
data channels per port, at 12 Gbps per channel. the combo
features integrated heat sinks, and can be used with copper
passive, active, or optical cabling systems. applications
include Hba servers, storage devices, switches, and rackmounted computers.

infinity Connectors the infinity series of receptacles is

standard modular Jacks amphenol offers an extensive

compliant with sFF-8470 specifications, and is available
in both 4x and 12x configurations. lanyard latching
mating styles are available for use with cx4 and infiniband
applications, as well as screwlock mating styles for use
with sas, Fibre channel and 10Gb ethernet applications.

variety of modular jacks suitable for many applications with
varying performance requirements. optional features include
color keying, shielding and leds. rj11/45 types are available in
single, multiport and stacked configurations. select series have
filtering capabilities for superior emc performance using a high
resistivity ferrite block.

slimdrawer Connectors part of the coolpower ® product
family, slimdrawer connectors are blindmateable, and
combine robust, high-performance reliability with cost
effective features critical in today’s applications. connectors
can be easily configured to accommodate a variety of mixed
power and signal arrangements. power contact options
include high-current coolband or radsok® technology for
maximum performance.
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rJ11/45 amphenol offers high-speed (over 1 Gbps) rj45 with

sCA2 (single Connector Attachment) amphenol’s sca2

usB with Positive locking: lusB series amphenol’s usb,

integrated magnetics. these connectors provide a full spectrum
of data speed for rj45: from 10mbps to beyond 1 Gbps. our
rj45 connectors can integrate leds into the connector package
for easy port identification.

is a type of connector used for internal scsi cabling systems.
“Hot-swapping” allows seamless replacement of failed raid
drives, which greatly simplifies system maintenance procedures.
sca2 features a single plug configuration carrying signal,
power, and jumpers together.

series a with a unique latching mechanism has been developed
to address major concerns of unintentional interruption of
data transmission. this patented, unique latching mechanism
must be intentionally raised in order to remove the plug. an
accidental pull on the cable up to 22 lbs force will not separate
the connectors.

mdr amphenol’s mdr is a high-density shielded i/o connector

memory Card sockets amphenol offers a full range of flash

with a broad range of board-mount, wire-mount, and cabling
components. ribbon contact is on a grid, which provides a small
footprint connector, creating a reliable system for repetitive
plugging and unplugging in i/o applications.

memory connectors (including sd, mini-sd, micro-sd, xd, cF1
& 2) with numerous features such as low-profile design, normal
or reverse mounting, manual or push-push insert style, and a
locking feature to prevent the card from dropping out. available
in smt, straddle mount, or through-hole termination.

smart Card Connector smart card connectors are integral
components of a smart card reader or terminal, and provide
electrical contact to the smart card’s pads. the connector is not
a standalone peripheral device. an additional interface circuit
is necessary to be able to read and write to the smart card
whether a smart card is a memory only or a microprocessor card.

ddr3 amphenol’s ddr3 connectors are designed to accept

BtB board-to-board connectors are available in plug-socket

eXd skewclear® Cable amphenol’s exd (extended distance)

most industry standard ddr memory types such as dimm or
vlp dimm. the sockets allow convenient memory expansion
in servers, workstations, and desktop computers. the ddr3
is engineered per jedec m0-269 spec and complies with
so-007 spec.

pairs with pin counts ranging from 8 to 50. spring-type
board-to-board connectors are robust and suitable for use in
applications where vibration is common, such as application
in a car audio system.

cable has been developed to improve basic attenuation in
high-data-rate twinaxial copper cables and totally eliminate
high-frequency resonances (suckouts) that can severely affect
harmonic signal content in these systems. our exd cable
offers a 10%-20% attenuation improvement, and resonance
elimination up to 20GHz.
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eXF skewclear® Cable amphenol’s new family of exF
(extended Frequency) skewclear ® cable is designed for
high-frequency applications such as infiniband, pci express,
10 / 40 Gb ethernet, and sas. constructed with flexible
low diameter foam pe, exF skewclear ® exhibits improved
bandwidth over traditional skewclear ® cables.

internal Flat multilane sAs Flat multilane sas / pcie is
a new product offering designed to offer a planar packaging
option inside crowded storage drive bays. constructed with
either 30 or 32 awG 100 ohm skewclear® pairs and "side drain"
technology, these options are thin, flexible, and are available in
custom high-flex life options.

optical QsFP ribbon amphenol supports a complete
family of optical ribbon cables supporting QsFp and cxp
applications. cables are available in plenum, riser, or halogen
free constructions with single or multimode fiber.

displayPort Cables and dongles amphenol provides a full

usB the amphenol series of usb receptacles, plugs, and

CX4 / CX4 Active amphenol’s cx4 high-speed active

range of displayport cable assemblies and dongles including
dp-dvl-sl, dp-dvi-dl, dp-Hdmi, dp-vGa, and dp-lvds.
displayport enables greater integration on both sides of the
interface and consolidates internal and external connection
methods to reduce device complexity and the cost of digital
displays.

cable assemblies is a complete system of interconnection
technology designed in accordance with universal serial
bus specifications. in addition to normal usb type a and
b, amphenol supplies compact mini-usb and micro-usb
connectors and cable assemblies.

assemblies are ultra-high-performance, cost-effective i/o
solutions for gigabit speed applications in data and switched
fabric i/o, switches, routers, and computer clusters. amphenol’s
assemblies exceed cx4 standard requirements and have been
qualified to perform at 5Gb or double data rate (ddr) infiniband
and 10Gbase-cx4. our active assemblies are cost-effective
and provide lower emi when compared to media converters.

infiniBand (4x & 12x) amphenol’s infiniband (4x & 12x)

sAtA Connectors & Cables amphenol offers a complete

high-speed assemblies are an ultra-high-performance, costeffective solution for gigabit-speed applications in data and
switched fabric i/o, switches, routers, data storage arrays,
and computer clusters. available in 4 or 12 channels, amphenol’s
high-speed assemblies meet and exceed infiniband standards
and requirements and have been tested to work at double
data rate (ddr).

range of standard and customized serial ata (sata) cable
assemblies. sata provides much higher-speed data transfer
than the traditional parallel ata standard. sata cables are
also much smaller than that of pata and provide better
airflow within the device box, lowering manufacturing and
maintenance costs.

sAs Cables & Connectors amphenol’s High-speed serial
attached scsi (sas) assemblies are ultra-high-performance,
cost-effective solutions for high-speed serial buses supporting
sas architectures. our High-speed sas assemblies meet or
exceed sas-2 standards and requirements.
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mini sAs Cable Assemblies amphenol offers a full range

sFP / sFP+ Cable Assemblies amphenol’s sFp+ cable

sFP with limiting Amps an amphenol-developed solution, sFp

of mini-sas interconnect systems for both connector and
cable assemblies. our offering includes conversion cables to
legacy sFF-8484 4x sas interfaces and break-out cables to
individual sata or sas drives. the cable assemblies provide
100 ohm differential impedance with tight skew control and
low crosstalk. multiple cable lengths are offered standard, as
well as customized lengths upon request.

assemblies are high-performance, cost-effective i/o
solutions for 10Gb ethernet and 10G Fibre channel applications.
sFp+ copper modules allow hardware manufacturers to achieve
high port density, configurability, and utilization at a very low
cost and reduced power budget. amphenol’s high-speed cable
assemblies meet and exceed Gigabit ethernet and Fibre channel
industry standard requirements for performance and reliability.

with limiting amps allows systems to transparently accept
copper in place of optical modules. this solution offers a
significant cost reduction and is available in lengths up to 20m.
the design also uses approximately half the power, reducing
ongoing energy costs. this copper solution maintains tx
disable and los.

QsFP/QsFP+ Cable Assemblies amphenol’s QsFp copper

QsFP/QsFP+ Active (linear & limiting Amplifier
available) QsFp with linear or limiting amps allows systems

QsFP direct Attached Active optical Cables

cable assemblies are a high-performance, cost-effective
interconnect solution supporting ethernet, Fibre channel,
infiniband, sas, and sonet/sdH applications. QsFp copper
modules provide a high-density, high-bandwidth solution at
very low cost and reduced power budget. amphenol’s highspeed cable assemblies meet and exceed industry standards for
performance and reliability.

to transparently accept copper in place of optical modules.
this solution offers a significant cost reduction versus optical
transceivers or active optical cables and is available in lengths
up to 15m. it is designed with a squelch feature for chatter
free operation.

XCede® Cable Assemblies amphenol has developed xcede®

dVi to lVds Cable Assembly amphenol’s dvi to lvds

high-speed cable assemblies. amphenol now offers the
flexibility of a stackable wafer system, allowing for infinite
custom connection options, including power, guidance, and
multiple differential pair offerings in both vHdm® and xcede®
product families. xcede® cables support a 10Gb serial data
rate in multi-aggressor configurations.

cable assembly is just one example of the customized cable
assemblies we can produce for our customers. we have the
capabilities to create the custom cable assemblies required
by your business. we specialize in creating complex yet cost
effective solutions and can easily handle high-mix high-volume
product assortments.
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amphenol QsFp dacs are a high-performance, low-power
consumption, long-reach interconnect solution supporting
infiniband, 40 Gigabit ethernet, and Fibre channel. QsFp
aocs provide a high-density, high-bandwidth solution while
exceeding industry standards for performance and reliability
using silicon cmos photonics technology.

dC Jack whereas most dc jacks are used for power input,
amphenol’s unique looking barrel connector was designed
for use as a dc output jack. available in both through-hole
or smt mounting options, amphenol’s family of dc jacks
enjoy significant technical advantages over competing
products for emi and rFi resolving.

multi-Fiber Cable Assemblies and modules amphenol
has a variety of multi-fiber products suited for high-density
10G and beyond speeds. mpo cassettes provide a modular
and easily expandable solution for ease of growth in the
data center environment. comprised of a high-density
mpo connection on the back and lc or sc adapters on the
front, the cassettes can quickly configure to any installation
environment.

lC Cable Assemblies amphenol’s fiber optic lc small
form factor connector cable assemblies provide high-density
connections for a variety of telecommunications applications.
amphenol utilizes tia 604-10, iec 614754-20 compliant
connectors for assemblies. connectors are available in
900um, 2mm, or 3mm, short or standard length options, and
simplex and duplex configurations.

Fiber optic Cable Assemblies amphenol is a premier

Battery Harness these cables form an alarm harness in an
uninterruptible power supply system. the specially designed
d-sub assemblies are tested water-tight at a depth of 3
meters (10 feet). this ensures reliable signal interconnect
performance under the severe conditions typically encountered
in outside cabinets. individual assemblies permit substantial
variation in length, configuration, and form factor for
completed harnesses.

signal/Power Cable these ruggedized power and signal
cable sets have been bolstered with additional metal and nylon
braid to significantly increase mechanical strength and add
life under extreme usage conditions. also featured are waterresistant molded inline switches that can be manufactured
with any switch form available. the military strain-relieved
connectors coupled with environmentally-sealed action buttons
and robust cables makes for a very rugged product.

surge supressor Cable this 100-pair assembly serves to
protect telecom cabinets from electrical surges caused by
lightning strikes. the panel is loaded with individual surge
protectors for each and every line. the variable length cables
can be terminated with every common interconnect known to
the telecom industry. amphenol has developed an advanced
development program for this assembly that can improve the
form factor and provide cost reduction.

Backplane Power amphenol’s backplane power series is

Bus Bar amphenol has expansive capabilities in producing

system integration amphenol has over 10 years’ experience

designed to package high-power availability in a small form
factor with customized options. this new range has many
unique features to meet or exceed existing competitive
products in power density.

customized bus bar solutions. amphenol bus bars improve
system reliability and power system life by replacing unreliable
cabling and wiring harnesses. in addition, amphenol’s custom
bus bars allow for denser packaging and are individually
engineered to fit a customer’s application while minimizing
space-taking wiring harnesses and cables — allowing
increased airflow.

building complex systems and sub-systems. we combine
unparalleled engineering with industry-leading connectors,
high-technology printed circuit board and backplane assembly
expertise, and systems integration services to deliver total
solutions. technology-focused vertical integration means
technology leadership where it matters and focused program
management to speed your system to market with the highest
possible quality at the lowest possible cost.

manufacturer of optical interconnect products. amphenol
cable assemblies are offered in a variety of standard
configurations utilizing lc, sc, Fc, and st in both single
mode and multimode versions. multiple cable constructions
and custom cable options are available. amphenol
assemblies are designed to meet the most stringent industry
standards.
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ProduC ts

Medical

Medical

Amphenol medical solutions

from critical components to complete electronic packages, Amphenol
delivers custom and standard medical interconnect solutions.
combining unmatched product breadth, engineering expertise, and
global manufacturing, Amphenol provides interconnect solutions
where, when, and how its customers need them. In applications
ranging from patient monitoring and imaging to therapy delivery,
Amphenol medical Solutions empower leading edge medical
devices. Amphenol medical Solutions is the transformative power
of connectivity.

amphenol alden products

www.amphenolmedicalsolutions.com
united states

amphenol Commercial products - north america
united states

amphenol fiber optic products
united states

amphenol industrial operations
united states

amphenol interCon systems
united states

amphenol rf
united states

amphenol TCs
united states

amphenol Tuchel electronics gmbh
Germany

amphenol alden products
china

guangzhou amphenol sincere flex Circuits Co., ltd.
china

once reserved for use in X-ray tubes and heart defibrillation, the application of
high energy to new medical technology has expanded dramatically. amphenol
provides connectors, cable assemblies, and complete turnkey solutions capable
of handling the demands of high energy pulsed dC for a wide variety of power and
energy requirements. “high energy” does not just define the way amphenol medical
solutions responds to its customers, but it also defines the interconnect solution we
provide.

medical Cabled Products the demanding operating room
environment can test the quality and toughness of a connector/
cable assembly like none other. From precision power tools to
catheters and probes, these instruments must be able to endure
repeated use, mechanical stress, and sterilization. amphenol’s
pulse-lok® line of auto-coupling connectors and integrated
overmolded cable assemblies is engineered to withstand the
unique challenges of this demanding environment.

Circular Connectors it is rare to see a medical electronic

Flex Circuits amphenol’s product offering includes type
i through type v Flex circuits (single-sided, double-sided,
multi-layer, and rigid-flex). additionally, we offer sculptured
and power flex, as well as bus bars. our state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility builds product to ipc-6013 (class i,
ii, and iii) standards and is iso 9001:2001 and iso 14001
certified. our services include applications assistance, and full
in-house design, manufacture, assembly, and test of custom
Flex circuits and Flex circuit assemblies.

High-density as the functionality of today’s electronic devices
becomes ever more complex, the electronic content inside the
devices is placing a greater demand on the circuit capacity
of the interconnect system outside the devices. amphenol
is meeting these challenges and leading the way with high
density connectors, flex circuits, and high speed cables.
examples include products like the pulse-lok® with up to 144
contact positions in a housing measuring 1" in diameter. at the
board level, cstack™ connectors provide up to 127 lines per
linear board inch (5 rows on 1 mm).

High-Voltage Cable Assemblies amphenol offers a wide
variety of standard high-voltage connectors rated from 1kv
to 75kvdc. High-voltage, detachable feed throughs are also
available for imaging (x-ray) and laser therapy applications.
these miniature high-voltage interconnects allow the designer
to greatly reduce the size and complexity of oil-filled power
supplies and x-ray tubes. custom hybrid, high-voltage
connectors are also available for applications like defibrillation
and electro surgery.

Hybrid – Custom Connectors today’s applications often

High-Power when it comes to choosing a suitable power

High-speed Cable Assemblies amphenol’s high-performance

require mixed media and embedded intelligence to enable
multi-functions and prevent misuse. to facilitate cable
management, many functions are combined into a single
condensed connector and cable assembly. amphenol’s
solutions range from standard modular connectors that are
easily configured to meet specific application requirements
to custom connectors and cable assemblies. we can combine
signal, high-voltage, high-current, rF, light, pneumatics, and
fluids into a single connector package to your specifications.

connection for your application, amphenol has the expertise to
design a solution that best fits your needs. Features of our power
distribution bus bars include utilization of single- or multiplelayer conductors and significantly less emi than wiring harnesses.
customized to voltage, current, space restrictions. available
laminated and powder coated. eliminates complex wiring and
reduces heat emissions.

interconnects are capable of transferring data with optimization,
speed, integrity, and reliability. products include shielding with
low-loss, crosstalk & emi, high data rate (bandwidth), and
low-skew. High-density & efficient space utilization is addressed
by these products. ergonomic user interface is utilized. types
of cables include: Fibre channel and Gb ethernet, Hssdc2,
sFp, sFp+, optical: om3, transceiver module and infiniband,
sas, and cx4.

Custom electronic devices amphenol offers complete design,
development, and manufacturing services for producing medical
Hand pieces, electrode paddles, and other electronic accessories.
From “art to part,” amphenol can participate at all levels from a
custom molded, plastic housing (with integral connections) to
a fully functional, turnkey solution. intelligent cable assemblies
are also available.

device without one or more circular connectors. these
connectors must be intuitive to use, attractive to the eye, and
highly reliable. they can be industry standard or customer
specific. they can be plastic or metal and they can incorporate
copper, fiber, coax and or fluids or gases. amphenol has what
it takes to meet any circular connector requirement.
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Build-to-Print Box Build amphenol manufacturers cable
assemblies, wire harnesses, patient monitoring cables, and
box build applications to customer specifications. our custom
engineered solutions address high-mix, low- to mid-volume
applications that encompass high value components. our
cable assemblies consist of multi-conductor, discrete wire and
molded products. we offer signal and power harnesses for
inside the box. and our box build portfolio includes pneumatic
pump assemblies, power sources, mechanical sub assemblies,
and patient monitoring assemblies.

micro-miniature termination, thermocouples, and Cable
Assemblies expertise in wire management and fine wire
termination to connectors, flex circuits, and circuit boards
allows us to meet shifting medical marketplace demands.
we terminate coax and micro-miniature ribbon cables using
wires as small as 46 awG (.0015) on .0045 centerlines, and
offer welded termination of 44 awG and larger type t, k, or
e thermocouple cables. amphenol’s process and design
capabilities allow for micro-termination (35 – 44 awg) with
superior reliability. by standardizing equipment, we have
successfully developed redundant capability in china, to offer
customers a lower cost solution where required.

Brush Contact Connectors multiple strands of high-tensilestrength wire bundled together to form brush-like contacts
provides low mating force, extended service life, and stable
electrical performance. brush contacts provides superior
electrical characteristics: redundant current paths, minimized
constrictive resistance, uniform current densities stable time/
life contact resistance gas tight and electrical contact site
integrity, and 20,000 cycles of mating and unmating.

rocksolid Connections with traditional contact system design,

rAdsoK ® amphenol can upgrade many core connectors and

rFid Connectors amphenol has combined the state-of-the-art

failure is inevitable when confronted with continuous frequency
vibration, temperature cycling, environmental fluctuations, and
corrosion. with a little forward thinking and design, we offer
rocksolid, which is a novel hyperbolic contact solution. some
features include immunity to shock and vibration, low contact
resistance, low insertion and extraction forces, and longer
contact life.

offer custom connector solutions by adding our patented radsok®
contact. radsok® is a radial socket that was developed from
a flat, stamped grid, twisted into a hyperbolic geometry to form a
socket contact with unique characteristics. the hyperbolic grid
maintains more current by having a greater conductive surface
area. unique features of radsok include high reliability, lowvoltage drop, high cycle durability and low insertion force.

technology of radio Frequency identification (rFid) with
their industry-leading pulse-lok®, sma and st connectors.
this combination provides our customers with the ability to
secure and control their high-power laser delivery systems in
a safe manner. the rFid integrated connector allows the oem
to protect their product by securely programming individual
serialization and critical data through the read/write capability
of the transponder tag.

rF – Coax non-magnetic coaxial connectors are used
for carrying 50 Ω rF signals within the magnetic field of
mri equipment where a high signal-to-noise ratio (snr) is
required. these connectors are manufactured under strict
quality procedures throughout the entire production process
to ensure that each connector will not produce image artifacts
during mri scans. all products are 100% tested for magnetism
prior to shipping and are available in the following interfaces:
smb, mcx, and mmcx. applications include rF ablation and
wireless patient monitoring.

Non-magnetic Connectors a range of connectors including
rF, coax, amphelite ®, and pulse-lok ® are now offered in
non-magnetic versions to meet the unique needs of mri and
other applications in which magnetic interference poses a
challenge. manufactured using durable, corrosion-resistant
non-magnetic composite materials, these connectors will not
produce image artifacts in mri scans and are made for years
of use in medical environments.

Wireless monitoring wireless patient monitoring allows
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hospitals to monitor patients’ vitals without being tethered to
their beds. this technology is possible by installing access-points
throughout hospitals, which connect to a centralized monitoring
station. these access-points are connected via long cat-5
(data) and 75 ohm (coax) cable assemblies. amphenol combined
the data/coax into a single fireproof “jacket” that can be
installed in a single cable “pull” rather than two individual “pulls.”

Board Level & Standard I/O Amphenol’s wide range of
board level components and I/O connectors include highspeed interconnects, modular jacks, D-subs, USB, and ribbon
connectors designed to meet the demands of today’s most
sophisticated devices. Customizable and standard shielded
and filtered products are available for applications in which
EMI must be mitigated to maintain maximum signal integrity.

cStack Amphenol’s cStack high-speed solderless interconnect

Mezzanine / Backplane Connectors Amphenol’s broad range

solution provides limitless flexibility for board-to-board mezzanine
applications and board-to-board stackable and coplanar
applications when terminated to a flex circuit. 1mm – 5mm
housing heights provide a solution for any application where
space is tight and speed and reliability are required. cStack
provides a low-cost, high-speed board-to-board solution
for imaging systems and diagnostic systems as well as handheld devices.

of high-speed and high-density backplane and mezzanine product
families allow design engineers to achieve their performance
and reliability targets. Amphenol’s XCede® connector platform
is designed to enable 20+Gbs performance for future data rate
requirements. Our experienced team of engineers and online
design tools enable key early backplane design and system
design decisions.

Custom Connector Blocks Amphenol is dedicated to the

Fiber Optics Amphenol's broad product offering includes

Filtered D-Subs Amphenol’s stress isolated filter D-sub

development of new products, designed specifically for the
medical market. Our broad knowledge base and know-how
from many years of experience enables us to offer creative
and well thought-out interconnect solutions. Early involvement
between Amphenol and our customers guarantees a high
degree of quality for newly developed products and a shorter
time to market.

fiber management systems, cable assemblies, adapters,
attenuators, couplers and wavelength division multiplexers
for use in virtually any fiber optic application. The SMA
FiberGrip® Connector is a simple to use, epoxyless, fiber optic
interconnect solution for markets where high-power delivery
is required. This two-piece connector is designed as a safe
and cost-effective product that allows for efficient ease of use
during termination. The connector is available with custom
optical fiber hole sizes and ferrule tip configurations. Other
standards available including SC, LC, FC, ST, LX.5.

product line combines filter elements in a connector, forming
one neat, compact interconnect device that can filter unwanted
radiated or conducted EMI. This same filter connector will also
protect the system from external EMI/RFI noise. Available in
all termination styles, both male and female, with highvoltage capabilities and a wide range of filter capacitance
values, these compact filter connectors fit standard nonfiltered connector footprints.

Power Cables Amphenol offers connecting leads with
highly flexible 4 or 6 mm2 wires and feature plugs with
hyperbolic RADSOK® high current contacts insulated for
potential equalization according to din 42801. Connector lead
cables are equipped with bended plugs and / or customized
terminations with assembled or overmolded insulation. Mated
parts are available as nickel-plated single pins in four lengths,
or equipped receptacles.

Performance-Engineered Cable Assemblies After
identifying a cable construction that meets the application’s
performance criteria, we enhance it by integrating the following:
overmolded backshells that seal out the environment and
offer enhanced strain, flex, and impulse relief; enhanced
material selection and matching techniques for optimal
environmental and mechanical performance (flex relief to cable
jacket); encapsulated circuits for imbedded cable intelligence;
filter and shields for RF immunity; hybrid connector technology
to consolidate many cables into one or Electrical / HydroPneumatic / RF / High Current / High Voltage / Fiber Optics.

Miniature Push On Connectors An alternative to
conventional threads or bayonet style connectors, Amphenol’s
Pulse-Lok® connectors provide an automatic latch with
audible, visual, and tactile feedback when the connector is fully
mated. Simply push the connector into its mating socket and
the self latching coupler springs into position. To disconnect, a
simple quarter turn of the coupler cams the plug out of its mate
making Pulse-Lok® one of the most intuitive and easy to use
medical connectors on the market.
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Military & Aerospace

amphenol aerospace operations

Amphenol is the world leader in the design, manufacture, and supply
of high-performance interconnect systems for military and commercial
aerospace harsh environment applications. Amphenol provides an
unparalleled product breadth, from military specification connectors
to customized high-speed board level interconnects; from flexible to
rigid printed circuit boards; from backplane systems to completely
integrated assemblies. Key markets supported are avionics, radar,
communications, ordnance, missiles, engines, ground vehicles and
tanks, space, and all levels of aviation. Amphenol is a technology
innovator that designs to meet customers’ needs from program
inception.

united states

amphenol backplane systems
united states

amphenol borisch Technology
united states

amphenol Commercial aerospace
united states

amphenol fiber systems international
united states

amphenol interCon systems
united states

amphenol pCd, inc.
united states

amphenol printed Circuits, inc.
united states

amphenol nexus Technology
united states

amphenol Times microwave inc.
united states

sv microwave, inc.
united states

amphenol limited
united kingdom

amphenol Canada Corporation
canada

amphenol air lb s.a.s.
France

amphenol sefee
France

amphenol socapex s.a.s.
France

amphenol interconnect india
india

amphenol pCd (shenzhen) Co., ltd.
china

amphenol rf asia
china

guangzhou amphenol sincere
flex Circuits Co. ltd.
china

amphenol interconnect south africa (pty) ltd.
south africa

amphenol knows the meaning of the term “battle tested.” With decades of expertise
in harsh environment interconnects for land, sea, and space, amphenol was a
natural partner to support a broad range of ruggedized, high-performance connector
and cable assembly requirements for a leading manufacturer of military vehicles.
The new mrap all-Terrain vehicle (m-aTv) is designed to safely transport troops to
and from their mission no matter how treacherous the terrain or conditions.

1760 Weapons release the 1760 weapons release
connector is a low-profile version mil-std-1760 connector
and overmolded cable system for aircraft interconnection
applications such as munitions and weapon rack stores. with a
lower, flatter design, this is an ideal connector for tight-fitting
aircraft and ordinance applications.

mil-dtl-38999 series iii tV tri-start amphenol mildtl-38999 series iii connectors offer the highest performance
capabilities for general duty and severe environment
applications. completely mates and self-locks in a 360-degree
turn of the coupling nut (no lockwire needed). Five key/keyway
polarization eliminates mismating and universal mounting
holes for front or rear mounting aid in blindmating. available
options include pc tail, Hermetic, Filter, Fail safe lanyard
release, clutch-lok (vibration resistant), Flex, Fiber optics,
and High-speed contacts.

HF38999 High-Frequency Contacts amphenol now offers
dc to 40 GHz size 8, dc to 60 GHz size 12, and dc to 65 GHz
size 16 coaxial contacts for the d38999 housing and standard
inserts. these contacts can be terminated to many cable types
depending on the application. by using standard interfaces
that are based on mil-std-348 and can be installed in any
d38999 size 8, 12, or 16 insert, amphenol has transformed the
circular connector industry.

83538 Weapons release the 83538 weapons release
connector was designed for use on aircraft that carry rail
launch missiles such as amraam. with buffer plug and
missile receptacles, the connector is designed for blindmating
of stores on rail launch applications. used on F-18, b- 52,
b-2, and sram ii programs. the 83538 meets the applicable
specifications of mil-std-1760 stores management.

mil-dtl-38999 series i lJt, series ii Jt the ljt series

mil-dtl-38999 with mt (multi-terminal) Ferrule
termini amphenol’s cF38999 series provides an ideal

38999 High-density amphenol has developed a full range of
high-density inserts to fit in mil-dtl-38999 shells or derived
products. these inserts allow a contact density increase of
45% versus a standard mil-dtl-38999 connector equipped
with size 22d contacts. these high-density inserts can accept
mil-spec crimp contacts, as well as contacts with pc tails.
these inserts are compatible with all the derived product
ranges.

connector solution for mil-prF-29504 termini for the military
and aerospace markets. perfect for single or multi-mode
applications, cF38999 connectors are designed to meet or
exceed 38999 requirements, with features such as precisionaligned inserts, ideal for increased optical performance.
amphenol is also qualified to meet jsF/F35 specifications for
both optical termini and connectors.

i has a longer shell to provide 100% scoop-proof protection
for recessed pins. the jt series ii connector has a low-profile
shell for maximum weight and space savings. both series
incorporate three point bayonet mating/unmating and five-key/
keyway polarization. the ljt and the jt series feature crimp
termination and rear-release contacts.

38999 Powersafe amphenol’s powersafe connector is

mil-spec Circulars amphenol offers many other mil-spec

directly derived from the mil-dtl-38999 series iii. the
connector series can accommodate power platforms from
13 to 100a per contact and is equipped with “First mate last
break” contacts connected to the shell. the grounded Fmlb
contact will stay in the right position even if the insulator of the
connector is destroyed by fire.

connectors to fit your needs both in military and commercial
applications including: mil-dtl-27599 series i, ii solder,
pyle mil-dtl-26500, matrix mil-dtl-5015, matrix mildtl-26482 series ii, matrix mil-dtl-83723, series iii,
and pyle mil-dtl-83723 series iii.
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Hermetic/Sealed Connectors Amphenol’s Hermetic
connectors are designed for environmental moisture sealing
with fused compression glass sealed inserts. Available in
all the basic cylindrical connector families: MIL-DTL-38999,
MIL-C-26482, MIL-C-83723, MIL-C-5015. Hermetic
connectors are also available in rectangular rack and panel
connectors. Connector mating is accomplished in the normal
fashion of the connector series.

Durmalon Plating Durmalon plating finish meets 500 hours
of salt spray and maintains excellent conductivity making it a
perfect replacement to OD CAD finishes. This finish is qualified
to the MIL-DTL-38999 Class T finish and is RoHS compliant.

Amphenol Press Fit Connectors Amphenol manufactures a

EMI/EMP Filter Products Amphenol’s EMI/EMP protection

Specialty EMI Filter Connectors Amphenol specializes in

Increased Vibration Cylindrical Amphenol has developed

connectors offer the versatility of standard connectors, but
with EMI/EMP protection that filters unwanted frequencies
for sensitive circuits. By housing EMI/EMP devices internally,
you can eliminate costly and bulky exterior discrete protection
devices. Available in many sizes, styles, and arrangements,
Amphenol filter connectors are inter-mountable and intermateable with standard MIL-spec connectors.

EMI filter connectors in standard and custom configurations.
Tube or planar capacitor technologies are used with a patented
solderless design to offer capacitor stress-isolated features.
This enables these connectors to give superior performance,
even in high-thermal and physical shock environments, custom
rectangular filter connectors are available. In addition to
standard interfaces such as ARINC, D-Sub, and Micro-D.

a number of MIL-DTL-38999 Series III type connectors ideal
for applications where increased vibration performance is
critical. Our high vibration plugs mate with standard Series
III receptacles, and are available in both QPL and non-QPL
versions. Shell material options include stainless steel,
aluminum, and stainless steel / composite hybrid.

RNJ Low-Profile RNJ Low-Profile rack and panel connectors
are designed to connect electrical devices between a moving
unit (rack) and a fixed unit (panel). The locking of the mating
pair is ensured by a mechanical device on the rack. The RNJLP
design allows a short distance between the two panels. This is
a big benefit for systems where space is an issue.

Zero-G Astronaut Handle-Operated Connectors The
Zero-G Astronaut connector is a high-performance
environmental MIL-DTL-38999 Series III type connector
designed for use in a manned spacecraft environment. The
connector meets qualifications of MIL-DTL-38999 and is listed
on NASA specification SSQ-21635. The unique lever-operated
engaging system was developed to allow the EVA-suited
astronaut to mate and unmate the connector in zero gravity.

complete series of MIL-DTL-38999 Series I, II, and III connectors
with Press Fit compliant pin contacts for solderless mounting
on printed circuit boards. Both pin and socket contacts are
available in any MIL-DTL-38999 series I, II, or III insert pattern
having contact size 16, 20, or 22D. Press Fit connectors allow
for simplified board assembly while eliminating problems inherent
in soldering connectors to boards.

High Speed 10G Base-T Contacts and Connectors
Amphenol offers a high performance interconnect solution for
CAT6A type cable. The new Quadrax contact features a higher
bandwidth than standard CAT5E contacts with enhanced
crosstalk performance due to compatibility with shielded
twisted pair of cables. Quadrax can be used for a variety of
system protocols including 1000/10G Base-T Ethernet, PCI
Express, HDMI 1.3, and DVI.
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62BG/62iN 62Gb/62in series connectors are general-

HtC amphenol’s Htc connector range has been engineered

Bulldog this ip68 sealed roHs compliant connector range

purpose, environment-resistant, miniature circular connectors
with three-point bayonet coupling and five-key polarization.
designed to meet the requirements of mil-c-26482 series i
solder type, these connectors are widely used in military and
industrial applications.

to exceed the mil-dtl-87323 performance requirements
for the latest generation of airplane engines. the connectors
feature a new, robust anti-decoupling mechanism and new
insert designs and materials. these connectors are specially
designed to meet rolls-royce’s latest esc15 & esc16
kv class high-frequency vibration specification as well as
european en2997 & sbac esc10 specifications.

has been specifically developed for harsh environment vehicle
applications. the bulldog series is designed to utilize standard
mil-c specification insert arrangements within a rugged and
non-reflective shell design. the utilization of standard insert
arrangements ensures the connector's suitability for power,
signal, and data applications.

terrapin intended for harsh environment applications and
used extensively in soldier communications, amphenol's
terrapin is a miniature series of circular push-pull connectors.
within a rugged shell design, terrapin offers superior emc
performance and high environmental sealing to ip68. resilient
in severe battlefield situations, the roHs compliant black-silver
plating is both low-luster and corrosion resistant.

mil-dtl-55116 Audio Connectors these waterproof,

luminus luminus is a compact, configurable interconnect
with an easy, secure coupling mechanism and tough
polyamide housing. the product is ideal for today’s
sophisticated commercial, military, and industrial vehicle
interior environments in which full-spectrum, adjustable,
and led lighting creates a more comfortable and productive
atmosphere. its small footprint and aircraft-grade cablemount accessories allow for fast and efficient assembly.

military Fiber optic amphenol’s fiber optic termini and

28876 m28876 multi-channel fiber optic connectors and

connectors provide reliable transfer of data signals for
communication systems in many applications: military
aircraft, ground vehicles, commercial aircraft, radar, missiles,
battlefield equipment, medical equipment, and test equipment.

backshells are the u.s. navy standard for mission-critical
shipboard applications. these connectors are designed to
provide superior optical performance in severe environmental
and mechanical operating conditions. our industry-leading
backshells feature the robust, yet simple to use Quickloc cable
captivation system. angled physical contact (apc), custom
materials, and custom-plated connectors are also available.

polarized, 5 and 6 contact electrical connectors are designed
for use in audio frequency circuits at 60 volts maximum
potential and 0.5 amperes maximum current. the plugs and
receptacles come in both crimp and solder versions. shielding
and filter options are available. a miniaturized version of the
m55116 connectors – 50% the size of the standard connector
– is also available.

NGConn the mil-prF-64266-compliant fiber optic
connectors (next-Generation connector-“nGconn”) combine
the best features of industry-standard d38999 (series iii) and
m28876 connectors. designed specifically for both avionics and
shipboard fiber optic applications, these innovative connectors
include genderless contacts and high-density packaging and
are available in a wide variety of materials, shell sizes, insert
patterns, and plating finishes.
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HmAtwo Hmatwo series is a hermaphroditic fiber optic lens
connector that facilitates the interconnection of multiple identical
fiber optic cable assemblies (daisy chaining). this eliminates
the need for polarizing assemblies and in-line adapters. lens
technology is less vulnerable to contaminants than the traditional
physical contact technology. the connector is available in 1 to
4-way configurations for multi-mode fibers, dual-wavelength
850/1300nm.

tFoCA-ii 4-Channel amphenol’s tFoca-ii ® fiber optic
connector series is ideal for military tactical applications
as well as other environmentally harsh conditions. the
hermaphroditic design allows for simple concatenation and
the removable insert cap facilitates easy connector
maintenance. designed and patented by amphenol, the
tFoca-ii® is the required connector for the u.s. army win-t
(warfighter information network tactical) program.

Ctos sm Fiber optic amphenol’s ctos sm and ctol sm

AriNC 801 termini insert for 38999 series iii Connector

mFm series the simplex mFm fiber optic range has been

Backshells for Circular Connectors amphenol provides a

amphenol now offers multi-channel cylindrical connectors
that comply with the arinc specification. this connector is
available in straight-plug and wall-mount receptacle, using the
arinc 801 ceramic termini. arinc 801 connector features
include precision arinc 801 fiber optic termini (typical multi-mode
insertion loss is less than 0.15 db), removable alignment sleeve
insert for easy cleaning of fiber optic termini, and three stages
of alignment: shell-to-shell keys, guide pins, and ceramic
alignment sleeves.

specifically designed to operate in harsh environments. the
rugged, anti-vibration, corrosion resistant design ensures
high environmental and optical performance in a variety of
applications in the air, on land, or above / below sea.

complete range of backshells for all circular connectors. these
backshells are Qpl certified to the as85049 standard and any
variants of the same could be supported in short lead-time.
we will work with you to create exactly the variety of backshell
you need.

rugged iP switch amphenol ethernet switches are
designed to provide a robust interconnect solution in extreme
conditions. they are built using high-performance electronic
components, rugged ethernet and power supply connectors
such as rjField tv, and heavy duty packaging. amphenol’s
switches resist vibrations, temperature, oil, and water.

rJ Field & usB Field range using amphenol’s field bus

mil-Power Heavy-duty Connectors originally designed
for use by the military, amphenol’s heavy-duty connectors
have become widely used in aerospace, ground support, and
shipboard applications. some features include quick positive
coupling, waterproof-ip67 rated, no lockwiring required, high
shock and vibration capabilities, and are available in both
crimp and solder terminations.
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connector range for harsh environment ethernet applications,
you can transform all standard existing rj45 or usb cord sets
into an environmental connector without the use of tools or the
need for a cable operation. reinforced usb memory keys are
also available in different capacities.

is a unique expanded beam single-mode fiber optic connector.
these connectors are used in diverse applications such
as battlefield, uav, oil & gas, railway, and broadcast. to
make deployment easier, we developed a compact carrier
deployable system. this is the lightest and most compact
solution available on the market.

rectangular amphenol has long been the leader in providing

Brush Contacts the brush contact is made up of multiple

Hilinx with our newly Qpl certified Hilinx family, we offer

high-performance rectangular connectors and systems.
our rectangular connectors feature many contact varieties
including low-mating force brush contacts. the brush contact
has proven durability and long contact life with up to 100,000
mating cycles. Hybrid low-mating force connectors can be
designed with combinations of brush and coax, twinax, power
contacts, and fiber optic termini.

strands of high-tensile wire that are bundled together. a
reduction in mating/un-mating force of 70% to 90% is
achieved over conventional contacts. the brush contact
has proven low-resistance, durability, and long contact life.
Hybrid low-mating force connectors can be designed with
combinations of brush and coax, twinax, power contacts, and
fiber optic termini.

engineers a modular solution allowing the mixing of all types
of signals: low-level, power, fiber optics, coaxial lines, and
differential pairs, while retaining compatibility with the
well-known m55302 standard. this system of stainless
steel skirts, fittings, and stackable modules, brings flexibility
where compromises are not allowed.

r39 and r393 Connector series the r39 and r393

HdB3 High-density rectangular this new connector series

Filter d-sub and specialty d-sub Connectors amphenol’s

rectangular connectors provide high performance in the
severe environmental demands of military specifications while
delivering the same reliable and familiar benefits found in
the mil-dtl-38999 series. this low profile translates into
a smaller space-saving footprint, and the new rectangular
orientation provides a variety of installation options.

incorporates a higher-density contact pattern and lower mated
height. Hdb3 utilizes the high-performance brush contact
system for reliability in harsh environments. the mounting
hardware, keys, and guide pins have been combined to occupy
less board space.

Filter d-sub connectors contain integrated emi filtering, using
amphenol’s stress-isolated filter designs. our connectors
are available in all d-sub arrangements including customized
insert and shell configurations. these connectors are also
offered with ip67 moisture sealing performance and meet or
exceed requirements of mil-dtl-24308.

ruggedized, Non-Floating Brush rack and Panel
Connector series this connector series utilizes amphenol’s

83733 Connectors, Filter and non-Filter amphenol’s r58

micro-d Connectors Filtered and non-filtered micro-d
connectors are designed to meet mil-dtl-83513 requirements
and are excellent for applications where space and weight are
at a premium. integrated emi Filtering offers further system
space savings with superior emi performance. customized
shell configurations are available including those with
integrated, one-piece backshells.

durable and reliable b3 contact system in a rugged, non-floating
rack and panel connector. included in this series are digital
and power/digital “hybrid” insert arrangements. the hybrid
series utilizes amphenol’s high-performance radsok® power
contacts along with amphenol’s proven b3 contact.

series is a harsh environment rectangular connector designed
to exceed the requirements of mil-dtl-83733. this connector
is well suited for hostile military and commercial avionics
environments where shielding effectiveness and corrosion
resistance is mandatory. this series is available both filtered
and non-filtered. Filtering is achieved using stress isolated
capacitor technology. applications include blindmate, cable
to cable, and cable to box connections in military avionics,
targeting pods and wing pylons.
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AriNC & Filter AriNC style rack & Panel Connectors

Asr Connectors amphenol’s asr connector is a new concept

GiGAstAK the GiGastak is designed with the same modular

amphenol’s arinc products are rack & panel, blindmate,
rugged connectors designed for commercial and military
avionics systems. these connectors are available in standard
and custom configurations with a mix of contact types
including: power, signal, rF, and fiber optics. customized
arinc products can fit into any size or shape of electronics
box while integrated emi and/or emp filtering offers weight
and space savings.

and design for a compact and easy to use interconnect where
space and weight-saving is a prime requirement. the asr
series features a snap-locking mechanism, making connecting
and disconnecting easy. the asr series is perfectly suited
for in-seat systems, cabin service systems, and in-flight
entertainment systems.

format as the standard lrm product. this design flexibility
allows for the use of standard off the shelf components in a
custom configuration to meet specific application needs. the
GiGastak 6.25 Gbps high-speed inserts can be combined
with low-speed digital, power, coax, and/or fiber optic termini.
Features include vibration resistance, esd protection, robust
structural support, and design flexibility.

uHd interconnect amphenol’s uHd interconnect is a high-

ViPer interconnect viper from amphenol is a high-density
interconnect platform. Featuring: 70 single-ended signals
per linear inch, 56 differential pairs per linear inch, and signal
integrity to 10 Gbps. viper is available in standard 3u and
6u configurations and is ruggedized for avionic Ground
and naval applications.

NAFi interconnect amphenol’s naFi daughter card and

reliability packaging solution for airborne, space, shipboard,
and ground-based applications. the uHd connector is
presently used in all of these environments and meets the
requirements of eia spec is-753, desc spec #89065, and
ieee spec 1101.1 to 1101.9.

1767 PA modules the 1767 pa module is an innovative

relay socket amphenol offers the industry’s broadest

Junction module mil-t-81714 series i and ii and 1765

junction module based on the classic 1750 module. the pa’s
“positive locking” wiring technology offers a 100% guarantee
of properly locked contacts in the cavity. 1767 pa modules are
available from 8 contacts size 12 up to 36 contacts size 22,
and are produced in hybrid and grounding versions.

range of pluggable bases for electro-mechanical relays in
mil-prF-12883, european, and custom configurations.
environmentally sealed for harsh environment applications,
these rugged relay sockets will accept standard crimp contacts
to mil-c-39029. High-temperature and aircraft fluid-resistant,
these sockets come in many varieties including track-mount,
panel-mount, and quick-mount snap-in styles.

modules are available in a broad range of standard and custom
electronic packages. diodes, resistors, and other components
can be securely packaged within the sealed housings to provide
improved system efficiency and density. track-mounted
terminal junction modules are available in a variety of standard
sizes from awG12 through awG26 with a broad selection of
bussing variations.
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backplane connectors are another board level interconnect
solution. they provide a wide range of medium contact density
patterns and meet mil-c-28754 standards. daughter card
termination is through-hole, using nickel/gold solder-plated
contacts. the mating interface is a blade contact that can be
either parallel or perpendicular to the daughter card.

sim modular series 2 amphenol’s sim connectors are
modular, multi-contact, and multi-functional rectangular
connectors. Qualified according to the en4165 spec., they
come in metallic or composite versions, shielded or not, and
feature clicker nuts or rack & panel plugs. sim connectors
can be a standard or flange-mount receptacle that can be
assembled side by side on a panel providing unparalleled
contact density.

sim monomodule Push Pull these rectangular connectors
are modular, mulit-contact, multi-functional mono-module
connectors, for in-flight entertainment and cabin system
applications. these light-weight composite products are
available in shielded or non-shielded versions. they present
a very compact design with a push-pull locking system for
blindmating and 7 keying positions.

sim module High-density the #23 High-density sim module
is an exclusive amphenol innovation. based on standard
en4165 sim modules, the Hd modules have thirty size 23
contacts (bacc47) - an increase of more than 50% over
#22 modules. Hd sim modules are available with or without
peripheral sealing and are fully compatible with all sim
connector series.

sim splice this modular composite splice provides a
reliable and simple connection between two sim modules.
available with or without cable clamp and/or flange, the sim
splice can be fixed on/under a structure or feed-through. it
can be fitted with the complete range of sim modules.

sJs in-line Junctions amphenol’s sjs family of

Contacts amphenol has a very wide range of contacts for

environmentally-sealed in-line junction splices are developed to
bring higher reliability, improved installation ease, and greater
flexibility to wiring applications. these in-line junctions consist
of compact, cylindrical plug and receptacle housings which
lock firmly together with a straight push, and unlock with
either a simple “twist and pull” (single contact) or “squeeze
and pull” (triple contact) motion.

both mil-spec and many specialty military/commercial
connector applications which include the international space
station, fighter aircraft, battlefield communication networks,
and military ground vehicles. contacts include signal, power,
thermocouple, pcb, wire-wrap, coax, triax, twinax, fiber optic,
differential pair, and other quadrax.

resistive devices amphenol manufactures a complete line of

ZmA Connectors and Components the zma connector

standard and custom-designed terminations and attenuators,
including Qpl and high-relability versions. terminations are
designed to absorb all incident power with minimal reflection,
while effectively terminating the line or port impedance. Flangemount designs are available along with high-power versions
to 50 watts. we offer a variety of connector configurations
including sma, blindmate, and zma.

is a bayonet coupling connector. the unique design of this
connector provides a high coupling force, which is ideal for
extreme vibration applications where insufficient room is
available for spring-loaded blindmate panels. this connector
is designed with electrical performance of 18 GHz, overlapping
ptFe dielectrics, and rugged stainless steel body construction
appropriate for military applications.

Blindmate rF Connectors and Components blindmate
connectors are commonly used in rack-and-panel, module-tomodule, and module-to-motherboard applications. blindmate
connectors are also commonly found in applications as varied
as satellites, radar and sensor equipment, avionics, missile
systems, military electronics, electronic countermeasure
systems, and navigation and air traffic control, as well as
automated test equipment.
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Phasetrack based on the unique, thermally stable proprietary

milteCH amphenol produces sealed, flexible rF and

sFt sFt high performance microwave cables are rugged and

tF5 dielectric material, phasetrack cable represents the
most significant breakthrough in coaxial cable technology in
decades. tF5, the most stable dielectric material available,
almost completely eliminates the rapid and wildly varying
changes of phase with temperature characteristic of other
high performance expanded ptFe dielectric flexible rF and
microwave coaxial cable assemblies.

microwave transmission line assemblies optimized for military
environments. these cables exhibit an extremely long life in
the rigorous environments found in airborne, shipboard, and
ground based applications. miltecH cables are hermetically
sealed and incorporate intermediate sections compatible with
an assortment of connector systems.

flexible making them ideal for interconnect applications from
inside lrus to system interconnects and antenna feeders in
military and commercial systems. the wide range of available
connectors cover many interface types and frequency ranges.

Flexible Circuits For over 30 years, amphenol’s capabilities

rigid Flex Assembly amphenol’s rigid Flex capabilities are
among the best in the world. mission-critical applications
such as this example are among our standard offerings. the
part pictured above is in service in many different fixed-wing
fighter aircraft. this part has 16-layers with blind and buried
via’s assembled with six unique filter connectors on which we
perform thermal cycling and level-two testing.

monoblock assemblies designed for power distribution

P-Clamp the p-clamp is the first fully composite wire and

PeeK stand-off designed with peek polymer, a durable,

tubing clamp for airframe applications. High-performance
p-clamps and omega clamps were specifically designed for
boeing’s 787 dreamliner. constructed of peek polymer, these
high-performance clamps are as strong as stainless steel and
are completely non-conductive and non-corrosive. proprietary
overmolding technology bonds the cushioning material directly
to the plastic, removing the possibility of cushion wear-out.

lightweight, chemical-resistant material, our high-performance
standoffs are designed to replace traditional aluminum standoffs
that are heavier and less cost-effective. they come in two
standard configurations – straight and right angle.

are among the world’s broadest and most advanced, delivering
consistent quality and high-bandwidth systems for mission critical
applications. proven engineering and manufacturing expertise
eliminates printed circuit (flexible or rigid) design obstacles.

Fairlead leveraging its 30 + years experience in clamp block
technology, amphenol produces high-quality, low-cost fairlead
blocks and prides itself on timely and accurate delivery. designed
for use in airframe, fuel tank, and engine applications, our blocks
are offered in multiple materials and can also be customized to
help meet specific customer requirements.
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purposes, these monoblock assemblies are made of terminal
junction blocks for copper and/or aluminum cable connections.
monoblock assemblies are available with individual or shunted
terminals (from 1 to 12) of different diameters. the protective
cover fixing, as well as the terminal assembly’s fixing on the
structure, is secured by pillar bolts.

Bus Bar - Power distribution amphenol’s bus bars provide a

daughter Cards daughter cards are at the heart of many
state of the art electronics systems. amphenol’s daughter
cards are precisely crafted solutions for the most demanding
applications. pictured above is an 18 layer daughter card.
it features three sequential laminations for blind and buried
via’s and via-fill with a dozen 100Ω differential pairs meeting
stringent electrical test requirements.

Backplanes amphenol backplanes are required to perform

means of power distribution between power generator boxes,
terminal blocks, and smaller terminal block interconnects.
bus bars are available in various standard sizes and shapes as
well as in custom designs. bus bars present high mechanical
resistance and are resistant to high temperatures.

AtC series Connectors amphenol's atc series of

display ruggedization amphenol designs and manufactures

line replaceable units amphenol is vertically integrated

connectors and cable assemblies are designed to interface
with the an/prc-117G and an/prc-152 military radio 32
pin data connectors. these connectors are available as
field installable connector kits and as factory assembled
molded cable assemblies. the atc series of connectors are
engineered for use in harsh environment applications and
feature a rugged, watertight two piece metal shell design.

a large range of displays that are rugged enough to operate
in the extreme environments found in military and aerospace
applications. touch screen input, sunlight readability, and boot
kick resistance are a few of the available options.

to produce complex electro-mechanical assemblies which
include displays, wiring harnesses, ccas and mechanicals.
in-house testing and environmental screening capabilities
provide flexibility and help to ensure product quality. amphenol
also adds value by providing engineered solutions to improve
functionality, manufacturability, and to remove obsolescence.

electronic Packaging the integrated system solutions
Group at amphenol provides system-level electronic
packaging solutions for the design, fabrication, and assembly
of connectors, pwbs, flexis, cable harnesses, and chassis.
amphenol provides a systematic and professional approach
to build-to-print or in-house design of board-to-box and boxto-box interconnection solutions for military and commercial
avionic lrus.

Value Added solutions this equipment, located on the

Value Added solutions amphenol tackles problems such

cockpit ceiling, allows the crew to manage and to watch many
critical helicopter functions. due to the functional purpose of
this equipment, several oHcp configurations are defined to fit
different helicopter configurations. currently there are more
than 20 standard configurations.

as pwb routing, signal integrity, mechanical robustness, and
thermal reliability concurrently rather than independently.
solving complex packaging challenges depends on making
sure that environmental, mechanical, and electrical factors are
all addressed at the system-level. by taking this system-level
perspective and focusing on these factors, we are able to meet
your program’s most challenging packaging requirements.

in the most demanding environments, such as commercial
airliners, army helicopters, navy and air Force fighters, c4i
electronics, missiles, ground vehicles, and navy warships.
our backplanes are used on programs such as the F-35
joint strike Fighter, F-22 raptor, F-18 super Hornet, theater
High-altitude air defense radar, aH-64 apache, raH-66
comanche, and aeGis radars used on u.s. navy warships.
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amphenol mobile Consumer products group

Amphenol provides a broad range of components with presence on
more than 50% of the world’s mobile devices produced each year.
Amphenol designs and manufactures the full range of electromechanical interconnect products and antennas found in mobile phones
and other mobile devices. the broad product offering includes antennas,
rf switches/plugs, navigation keys/side keys, microphone/speaker/
vibra connectors, LcD connectors, board-to-board connectors, SIm/
mmc/SD sockets, battery connectors, input-output system connectors,
charger connectors, and electromechanical hinges. Our capability for
high-volume production of these technically demanding, miniaturized
products, combined with our speed of new product introduction, is a
critical factor for our success in this market.

Hong kong

amphenol interCon systems
united states

amphenol mechconect, inc.
united states

amphenol rf
united states

amphenol T&m antennas, inc.
united states

amphenol Tuchel electronics gmbh
Germany

amphenol rf asia
china

amphenol shouh min industry Company
china

amphenol (Tianjin) electronics Co., ltd.
china

amphenol Tuchel electronics - China
china

hangzhou amphenol phoenix
china

shanghai amphenol airwave
china

amphenol Korea air electronics
korea

amphenol phoenix Co. ltd.
korea

amphenol east asia limited-Taiwan
taiwan

although you may not see them when you pick up your smart phone, touch screen
tablet or e-book reader, amphenol products are more than likely inside. our wide
range of miniaturized interconnects, cables, flex circuits, hinges, and antennas
has enabled the proliferation of wireless devices, helping give people access
to information virtually everywhere in the world. Customers have selected our
products on more than 50% of the world’s mobile devices.

mobile Computing Antennas mobile computing antennas from

mobile Phone Bluetooth Antennas with the increasing

amphenol are high-performance, highly integrated antenna
modules for laptops, tablets, and other mobile computing
devices. the antennas are mounted along the edge of the
device and optimized to cover up to 10 frequency bands in
one unit. the antennas can be configured as multiple antenna
modules with several coaxial feeder cables or as a single feed
unit with one cable.

advancement in technology, amphenol recognizes that a
bluetooth antenna is now a requirement in a vast array of
mobile products. amphenol’s bluetooth/wiFi antennas are all
roHs-complaint and alt-tested for handsets with 2.4GHz
ism. the antennas can be produced with flexfoil with a plastic
carrier or a metal stamping.

mobile Phone internal Antennas amphenol’s internal
antennas are customized for optimal handset performance.
amphenol has designed internal antennas for clamshell,
bar, and slider platforms from single band up to six operating
bands. our antenna design and manufacturing experience
will enable optimal performance and cost efficiency. we
have designed antennas for 2G and 3G mobile systems,
wiFi, wimax, and mobile broadcasting devices.

PC Card Antennas amphenol’s series of miniature data card
and usb dongle antennas for 3G, 3.5G and 4G applications
provide the performance to power high-speed mobile
internet connectivity. with volumes less than 1.5cc and a
customizable geometry these multiband antennas are easily
integrated into miniature data cards. the data card antennas
are often combined with diversity antennas in the card to further
improve the reception and data rate.

two-shot Antennas amphenol’s cost efficient large volume

lds Antennas laser direct structuring (lds) is a new and

two-shot molding technology provides opportunities for
using the full 3d surface of a device for the antenna. with
the full 3d volume used, two-shot antennas out-perform 2d
antennas assuring a better overall connection.

exciting technology leading to vast opportunities in innovative
antenna design. the laser activation technology produces
thinner lines and smaller features than previously made
possible by other molded interconnect device processes
without compromising consistency and repeatability. surface
mounting components on lds antennas is also possible.

AmC amphenol’s 50 Ω amc cable assemblies are ideal for

Battery Connectors amphenol’s comprehensive offering of

i/0 system Compression amphenol’s wide range of

space-constrained board-to-board connections in small devices.
their snap-on interface performs superbly under shock and
vibration conditions, making them ideal for wireless handheld
devices. the amc series has a low profile (2.5 mm off the board)
and offers an extremely small board footprint (3 mm x 3 mm).
this series is compatible with the u.Fl interface.

battery connectors for mobile phones come in single and multicontact versions with straight and right angle mountings.
they are available in a variety of pitches and heights to meet
different phone and battery pad requirements. they feature
stamp and form beryllium contacts with additional solder tags
for high reliability and conductivity.

compression-style i/o system connectors is widely used
in mobile phone applications. i/o system connectors with
integrated data, audio, dc jack, battery, and microphone
contacts (4-in-1 connector) simplify phone design. additional
metal clips are included for secure mating.
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i/0 system shielded amphenol’s full range of standard i/o

internal PCB Connectors amphenol’s internal pcb connectors

mobile Phone memory Card Connectors the trend to

connectors is designed for the latest mobile phone application
technologies. our comprehensive offering includes 2 to
26 pin shielded sockets, with fine pitch (.5mm) integrated
with battery contacts and dc charging. High-reliability
insert molding housings provide a miniature, low-profile and
lightweight configuration. designed with blindmating and
locking features, the connectors are highly durable and able to
withstand a high number of mating cycles.

consist of interconnects that are soldered onto pcbs for
different applications. clips, pads, spring-loaded contacts, and
battery connectors are designed for use in mobile phones but
can also be used in many other types of electronic equipment.

thinner and lighter phones has led to new memory card
formats including micro-sd and mmcmicro. different handling
mechanisms include push-pull, push-push, and hinge-type
smd solderable. they can be packed in tape & reel and are
pick & place capable.

micro Coax Harness amphenol is one of the leading
providers of mcx cable solutions on the market. the current
market demands a more integrated connectivity solution,
including integrated hinge/mcx cable assemblies. our micro
coax cable assembly is designed for high-speed transmission,
high emi shielding, and a very small bundle diameter for
optimal spacing in tight applications.

micro-sd Connector amphenol produces a wide variety
of micro-sd and mini-sd memory card connectors. these
connectors are available in hinged and non-hinged varieties
as well as in a push-push version. they are typically used in
a wide range of portable electronic devices including mobile
phones, smart phones, pdas, mp3 players, Gps devices and
video game systems.

Contact Pads (Press-on Contacts) amphenol’s contact

mini-uHF mini-uHF is a miniature version of the uHF connectors
that were developed for use in the radio industry. mini-uHF
connectors are used as coaxial interconnects in cell phones,
automotive systems, and similar applications where size, weight,
and cost are critical. mini-uHF connectors terminate to rG-58,
rG-58a, rG-58b, rG-58c, and belden 9258 cables. crimptype cable plugs and jacks are available, as well as panel and
pcb receptacles.

rF switches amphenol’s full range of rF switches come in

sim Card Connectors amphenol’s extensive range of sim

straight and right angle mountings as well as miniature, lowprofile, and lightweight versions for different phone design
requirements. our full mechanical switches provide high
reliability for wireless terminal testing and connection to
external car antennas of up to 5Ghz.

card connectors is available in five types: wing connectors,
bridge block connectors, sim block connectors, ultra flat
sim card connectors, and bioplast sim card connectors.
they are available in 6 or 8 contact versions, with or without
locating pegs for board stability, and are suitable for automatic
assembly processes. many are available with detection
switches that allow your device to know if a sim card is
present.
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pads are used in contact areas and as spacers on pcbs.
durable plating includes a diffusion barrier. the contact pads
connect with low resistance over the product’s lifetime for use
in sensitive connections of antennas, microphones, and carbon
pcbs. they are available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
thickness: scalable ≥ 0.1 mm. contact pads are suitable for
automatic assembly processes: pick & place, tape & reel and
smt solderable.

SIMLOCK® Amphenol’s SIMLOCK® was designed for SIM/SAM

Push-Push SIM Connector Amphenol developed this low

Mini UICC (Micro SIM) Connectors Amphenol’s series of

card applications. The SIMLOCK features dimensions only slightly
larger than the SIM card. The closed system with integrated card
guidance assures reliable contacting of the SIM card, meeting
critical card tolerances as per GSM 11.11. The polarization notch
does not allow incorrect card positioning. Suitable for automatic
assembly processes: pick & place, tape & reel packaging, and
SMT solderable.

profile generation of connecting solutions to meet the mobile
market’s dimensional requirements for space saving designs.
The push-push features include a SIM card ejector mechanism
that is activated by pushing the card, and an integrated delay
switch for “card hot swap” functionality.

mini UICC connectors is designed to accept micro SIM cards
for optimized printed wiring board area consumption. The
mini UICC connector series features prevention of improper
micro SIM card insertion or SIM card slide out. Different
card handling possibilities include push-pull types, push lift
/ cover hinged types, bridge block or drawer versions.

Sliding Hinges Amphenol’s sliding hinges come in a wide

Barrel (Cam) Hinges Amphenol’s barrel hinges come in a wide

Rotating (Swivel) Hinges Amphenol produces customized

variety of designs for your customized applications. Hinges can
be created to match the dimensions of your application and will
withstand open/close min. 150,000 cycles.

variety of sizes designed for your customized applications. Hinges
can be created to match the dimensions of your application and
can withstand open/close min. 100,000 cycles.

rotating hinges to meet the stringent demands of our customers.
Rotating hinges come in a variety of materials and are small
and lightweight. They can open in various arcs depending upon
customer requirements. Extremely durable, our rotating hinges
can withstand 100,000 cycles.

Spring Clips Amphenol’s spring clips are very versatile and

Accessories Amphenol provides a wide range of mobile

Touch Panel Lenses, IMD Covers & Sheet Lenses

can be used in many applications including: antennas, metal
housing connections, grounding connections, shielding
connections, ESD & EMC connections, and LSD connectors.
They can incorporate a deflection stop to avoid permanent
deformation of the clip. Scalable height for platform use.
Spring Clips are suitable for automatic assembly processes:
pick & place, tape & reel packaging and SMT solderable.

phone accessories, RF test cables, signal test cables, charger
cables, data transfer cables, and battery pad contacts. This
complete range of products offers design solutions tailored to
the latest phone design requirements.

Amphenol has developed the capabilities to create applicationspecific mobile phone touch panel lenses, IMD covers and
sheet lenses to fit your precise needs. We will work with you to
create the attractive design your new mobile phone needs in
order to be successful in the marketplace.
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Amphenol RF

Amphenol is a leading global interconnect solutions provider to the
wireless infrastructure market, including applications such as cellular
base stations, radio links, mobile switches, wireless routers, cellsite
antenna systems, combiners, transceivers, filters, and amplifiers.
Amphenol offers a wide product portfolio for every wireless standard
and generation radio technology including 3G, 3.5G, 4G, WiMAX, LTE,
and future IP-based solutions. The product range includes RF, lowfrequency, power and fiber-optic connectors and cable assemblies,
antennas, backplane interconnect systems, power distribution systems,
and installation accessories.

United States

Amphenol Antenna Solutions, Inc.
United States

Amphenol Connex Corporation
United States

Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
United States

Amphenol Interconnect Products Corporation
United States

Amphenol TCS
United States

Amphenol Times Microwave Inc.
United States

SV Microwave, Inc.
United States

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
United States

Jaybeam Ltd.
United Kingdom

Amphenol ConneXus AEOU
Estonia

Amphenol Socapex S.A.S.
France

Jaybeam Wireless S.A.S.
France

Amphenol Tuchel Electronics GmbH
Germany

Amphenol Omniconnect India Private Limited
India

Amphenol ConneXus AB
Sweden

Amphenol RF Asia
China

Amphenol TFC (Changzhou) Communications
Equipment Co., Ltd.
China

Amphenol Tuchel Electronics - China
China

Guangzhou Amphenol Electronics
Communications Co., Ltd.
China

Changzhou Amphenol Fuyang
Communication Equip Co., Ltd
China

As one of the few companies capable of supporting the entire antenna and
interconnect requirements of a cellular infrastructure system, Amphenol has helped
bring mobile technologies to Africa. Our relationships with both equipment makers
and mobile operators on the continent, combined with our growing manufacturing
presence in Africa, position us strongly to participate in the world’s fastest growing
wireless market.

lmr ® Cable lmr® cables are high performance coaxial
communications cables designed for use in virtually all
wireless system applications. the cables are more flexible
than corrugated cables and exhibit much lower loss than
traditional rG cables. additional lmr® products include high
performance connectors in popular interfaces, prep tools,
installation tools, and accessories.

lmr® eZ style Connectors amphenol is the leader in

7/16 the 7/16 series is named for the metric dimensions of
the connector interface: 7mm od of inner contact, 16 mm
id of outer contact. 7/16 connectors are designed for use in
communications systems with power levels of 100 watts per
channel. these connectors are typically used in antennas,
satellite communications, and base stations.

AmC amphenol’s 50 Ω amc cable assemblies are ideal for
space-constrained board-to-board connections in small
devices. their snap-on interface performs superbly under
shock and vibration conditions, making them ideal for wireless
handheld devices. the amc series has a low profile (2.5 mm
off the board) and offers an extremely small board footprint (3
mm x 3 mm). this series is compatible with the u.Fl interface.

BNC developed in the late 1940s as a miniature version of the
type c connector, bnc stands for bayonet neill concelman
and is named after amphenol engineer carl concelman. the
bnc product line is a miniature quick-connect rF connector. it
features two bayonet lugs on the female connector. bncs are
ideally suited for termination on miniature and subminiature
coaxial cable, including rG-58, 59, rG-179, and rG-316.

lightning Arrestors amphenol offers a variety of surge and

mCX the mcx series is a great option where weight and physical

mmCX mmcx (also called micromate™ ) is a micro-miniature

lightning protection products to meet your needs. these unique
surge protection devices address applications throughout
the entire useful rF frequency range from dc with capability
up to 6 GHz. products available serve the needs of the
cellular carrier market as well as land mobile radio, wireless
broadband, scada and many other markets.

space are limited. the mcx provides broadband capability
though 6 GHz in a snap-on connector design. a range of
connectors are available, including printed circuit board and
cable connectors. typical applications include automotive,
wireless lan, broadband, and wireless infrastructure markets.
mcx connectors conform to the european cecc 22000 spec.

connector series with a snap-lock mechanism allowing for
360-degree rotation. mmcx connectors conform to the
european cecc 22000 specification. the micromate family of
products is a 6 GHz 50 Ω interconnect. a range of connectors
are available, including surface mount, edge card, and
cable connectors. common applications include broadband,
instrumentation, and telecommunications.

providing high quality ez style connectors. these nonsolder type connectors use silver or gold plated berylliumcopper spring contacts for optimal cable contact and offer
considerable time savings, increased performance and more
reliability than traditional solder-pin connectors. many of our
ez connectors are also now available in an "x" version (no
braid trim required).

1.0/2.3 the compact design of the 1.0/2.3 series permits dense
connector packing. they are ideally suited to applications
where space saving is critical. versions are available with
threaded coupling mechanisms, which provide positive mating,
or a unique push-pull coupling system, which allows quick
installation. amphenol 1.0/2.3 coaxial connectors are 50 Ω
units operating from dc-10 GHz. common applications are
amplifiers, base stations, routers, and switching equipment.
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QmA the Qma is a quick-disconnect version of the sma

QN amphenol’s Qn connector is a quick-disconnect version

smA sma is an acronym for sub-miniature version a and was

connector. the electrical performance of the Qma includes
low-loss rF performance up to 18 GHz. the Qma connector
offers the same high-power handling capability as the sma
connector it is based on. this gives the series significant
advantages over other quick-disconnect connectors. amphenol
is a member of the Quick lock Formula® alliance.

of the n connector with similar internal construction, which
enables fast and easy mating in tight spaces. the snap-on
interface makes the Qn connector 10 times faster than a threaded
connector. the Qn line is perfect for indoor and outdoor
applications, including base stations and cable assemblies.

developed in the 1960s. it uses a threaded interface. 50 Ω
sma connectors are semi-precision, subminiature units that
provide excellent electrical performance from dc to 18 GHz.
these high-performance connectors are compact in size and
mechanically have outstanding durability. sma connectors
are used in phase array radar, test equipment, ils landing
systems, and other instrumentation.

type N the type n connector was developed to satisfy the
need for a durable, weatherproof, medium-size rF connector
with consistent performance through 18 GHz. there are two
families of type n connectors: standard n (coaxial cable)
and corrugated n (helical and annular cable). their primary
applications are the termination of medium to miniature size
coaxial cable, including rG-8, rG-58, rG-141, and rG-225.

AisG Connector (C091 outdoor Connectors) amphenol

AisG Jumper (C091 outdoor Cable Assemblies) amphenol

produces circular connectors conforming to aisG (antenna
interface standards Group) requirements. tightness, temperature
resistance, salt mist resistance, and uv-resistance are only
a few of the important criteria an aisG connector must fulfill.
our successful realization of the aisG market requirements
has made us the worldwide market leader for multipolar
circular connectors and assembled wires.

provides c091d cable assemblies conforming to the aisG 2.0
specification for wireless infrastructure applications including
tower mounted devices such as remote radio heads. based upon
the proven long term reliability of its aisG products, amphenol
now has a major share in the aisG market. the eco|mate
plastic connector program is in use as a power supply system for
indoor and outdoor devices such as wcdma and wimax rrH’s.

d-sub WCdmA Cable Assembly amphenol’s d-sub wcdma
cable assembly is just one example of the customized cable
assemblies we can produce for our customers. we have the
capabilities to create the custom cable assemblies required
by your business. we specialize in creating complex yet costeffective solutions and can easily handle high-mix high-volume
product assortments.

lmr® Cable installation tools amphenol offers a complete

Jumper Cables amphenol’s jumper cables are designed
for mobile networks. they typically come in shorter length
jumpers and longer versions. the shorter runs are typically
used at the tower-top, connecting the antenna to a towermounted device such as an amplifier (tma). longer feeders
are used to run between that tma and the base station on the
ground. these assemblies handle large amounts of power at
high frequency.
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line of rugged, specially designed custom cable prep tools.
these tools are designed to eliminate or minimize many of
the mechanical and electrical variables that play a part in the
connector attachment process. in addition to providing much
desired control in the field connector attachmnet process, they
offer a considerable time savings and are much safer to use
than traditional cable prepping methods.

Pt/lC Cable Assemblies the pt/lc leverages the proven
mil-spec 264862 metal housing connector design to provide
an environmentally sealed and mechanically protected duplex
lc interface. pt/lc connectors are designed to perform in
the toughest environments, making them exceptionally suited
for outdoor applications such as wimax, lte, and backhaul.
multiple receptacle configurations are available to fit most
applications.

Pt/mPo Cable Assemblies the pt/mpo leverages the
proven mil-spec 264862 metal housing connector design to
provide an environmentally sealed and mechanically protected
multi fiber mpo-style interface. the bayonet style connector
system is quick to deploy, requiring only ¼ turn to lock in
place. the pt/mpo connectors are exceptionally well suited
for wimax, lte and backhaul applications.

AArC Cable Assemblies the aarc plug and receptacle
assemblies combine the reliability of the threaded n-style
connector housing with the ability to connect either 2 or 4
optical fibers in an outdoor environment. compatible with the
odc ® system, the aarc assemblies provide a dust and water
sealed interface suitable for connection to outdoor mounted
rrH or similar equipment used in wimax, lte and backhaul
technologies.

Backplane Assembly amphenol's design and applications

Airmax Vs ® the airmax vs ® connector utilizes edge-coupling

engineering experts apply knowledge gained from thousands
of successful backplane designs to your project delivering
an integrated backplane system with superior signal channel
performance at an optimized cost. we routinely manufacture
backplane systems with data rates up to and beyond 20 Gbps
with field-proven mechanical reliability.

technology to improve electrical impedance control with
optimized stagger to minimize signal crosstalk. this innovative
combination delivers a cost-effective interconnect for multigigabits/s applications. to leap frog traditional complex
stripline designs, the airmax vs solution utilizes “virtual
shields” which eliminate costly metal interleaves between
columns. **airmax vs is a registered trademark of Fci.

VHdm® the vHdm® connector platform is the industry standard
for high-speed backplane applications, with measured
performance to 3.125 Gbps and billions of pins installed
worldwide. vHdm is available in 6 and 8-row configurations
providing 76 - 101 real signals per linear inch. stripline
shielding allows 100% of the pins to be used for signals.

Bus Bar - Power distribution amphenol has expansive

omni-directional Panel Antennas with Fixed electrical
downtilt amphenol offers dual polarized, log periodic dipole,

dual-Polarized Antennas with Adjustable electrical
downtilt the Flextilt™ series is a line of antennas featuring

bcd, and vertically polarized directional panel antennas. the
unique all mechanical design and patented slotted dipole
element of our dual polarized antennas ensures excellent
overall performance. our log periodic dipole antennas feature
more active elements than the industry standard. our bcd
antenna is a robust omni-directional antenna ideal for rural
coverage or low-capacity applications. our comprehensive
selection of vertically polarized directional panel antennas
are light-weight and low-profile and offer upper side lobe
suppression and quick horizontal roll-off.

adjustable electrical downtilt for both manual and remote
applications. Flextilt™ antenna designs are based on amphenol’s
, incorporating phase shifters with
exclusive 3t technology™
a 100% mechanical design. a minimal number of moving
parts and the use of quality components enhances reliability.
antennas are available in single and dual band.

capabilities in producing customized bus bar solutions. amphenol
bus bars improve system reliability and power system life by
replacing unreliable cabling and wiring harnesses. in addition,
amphenol’s custom bus bars allow for denser packaging and
are individually engineered to fit a customer’s application
while minimizing space-taking wiring harnesses and cables —
allowing increased airflow.
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World Headquarters
Executive Offices
358 Hall Avenue
Wallingford, CT 06492
Phone: (203) 265-8900
Amphenol Military Aerospace
and Industrial Operations
Amphenol Aerospace and Industrial Operations
40-60 Delaware Street
Sidney, NY 13838
Phone: (607) 563-5011
http://www.amphenol-aerospace.com
Amphenol Backplane Systems
18 Celina Avenue
Nashua, NH 03063
Phone: (603) 883-5100
http://www.amphenol-abs.com
Amphenol Printed Circuits, Inc.
91 Northeastern Boulevard
Nashua, NH 03062
Phone: (603) 324-4500
http://www.act-flexcircuit.com
Amphenol Middle East Enterprises FZE
C-37, Old Office Building
P.O. Box 932 Ajman Free Zone
Ajman, UAE
Phone: 9716 742 2494
Amphenol Canada Corp.
Aerospace & Industrial
605 Milner Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada, M1B 5X6
Phone: (416) 291-4401
http://www.amphenolcanada.com
Guangzhou Amphenol Sincere
Flex Circuits Co. Ltd.
#A Wan An Industrial Park
Lanhe Town, Panyu District
Guangzhou, China 511480
Phone: 86 20 8483 4828
Amphenol Technical Products International
2110 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3H 0K1
Phone: (204) 697-2222
http://www.tpil.com
Amphenol Japan, Ltd.
Mil/Aero & Industrial
471-1, Deba, Ritto-city
Shiga 520 3041, Japan
Phone: 81 77 553 8501
http://www.amphenol.co.jp/
Amphenol Technology (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd.
Industrial Operations
Blk 5 Fuan 2nd Ind Park
Dayang Rd, Fuyong Town,
Shenzhen, China 518103
Phone: 86 755 2991 8389
Amphenol Steward Enterprises
1921 Alta Vista
Midland, TX 79706
Phone: (432) 687-2553
http://www.stewardcable.com
Amphenol Nexus Technology
50 Sunnyside Avenue
Stamford, CT 06902
Phone: (203) 327-7300
Amphenol Borisch Technology
4511 East Paris SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
Phone: (616) 554-9820
Amphenol Commercial Aerospace Division
40-60 Delaware Street
Sidney, NY 13838
Phone: (607) 563-5011
Amphenol Radsok Solutions
34190 Riviera Drive
Fraser, MI 48026
Phone: (586) 294-7400
Amphenol Tech Co. Ltd Ind Ops
Phase 2, Sanzao Science and
Technology Industrial Park
State High Technology Zone
Zhuhai, PRC 519040
Phone: 86 755 2991 8389
Amphenol International Military
Aerospace and Industrial Operations
Amphenol International Military Aerospace &
Industrial Operations
Immeuble Le Doublon
11, Avenue Dubonnet
Courbevoie, 92407, France
Phone: 33 149 05 30 00
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Amphenol - Air LB S.A.S.
29, Voie d' Yvois
F-08110 Blagny, France
Phone: 33 3 2422 7849
http://www.amphenol-airlb.com
Amphenol Socapex S.A.S.
948, Promenade de l'Arve, BP 29
74311 Thyez Cedex, France
Phone: 33 4 5089 2800
http://www.amphenol-socapex.com

Amphenol Tuchel Electronics GmbH
Heilbronn-Industrial and Smart Card
August-Haeusser-Strasse 10
74080 Heilbronn, Germany
Phone: 49 7131 929 0
http://www.amphenol-tuchel.com
Amphenol Tuchel Electronics Czechia
Hroznetinska 1344
363 01 Ostrov, Czech Republic
Phone: 420 359 900 333

Amphenol Limited
Thanet Way, Whitstable
Kent, United Kingdom CT5 3JF
Phone: 44 1227 773 200
http://www.amphenol.co.uk

Amphenol LTW Technology Co., Ltd.
9F, No. 657-12, Jungjeng Rd.
Shinjuang City, Taipei
242 Taiwan
Phone: 886 2 2908 5626

Amphenol PCD (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
2/F, Bldg A5, Hua Feng, Tech Park
Guan Tian, Bei Huan Rd, Shi Yan St
Bao An District
Shenzhen 518132, China
Phone: 86 755 8173 8000

Amphenol Interconnect South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
58 Malcolm Moodie Crescent
Jet Park, South Africa
Phone: 27 11 397 60 69

Amphenol Australia Pty. Ltd.
2 Fiveways Blvd., Suite 6, Lot B1
Keysborough, Victoria 3173
Melbourne, Australia
Phone: 61 3 8796 8888
http://www.amphenol.com.au
Amphenol Sine Systems
22501 Highway 27
Lake Wales, FL 33859
Phone: (863) 676-9416
http://www.sineco.com
European Sales Operations
Via Barbaiana 5
20020 Lainate, Milano, Italy
Phone: 39 02 932 541
Amphenol Optimize Manufacturing Co.
180 North Freeport Drive, W-10
Nogales, AZ 85621
Phone: (520) 397-7100
http://www.amphenol-optimize.com
Amphenol Interconnect India Private Limited
105 Bhosari Industrial Area
Pune 411 026, India
Phone: 91 20 3068 8302
http://www.amphenol-in.com
Amphenol PCD, Inc.
72 Cherry Hill Drive
Beverly, MA 01915
Phone: (978) 624-3400
http://www.amphenolpcd.com
Amphenol Sine Systems (Shenzhen)
2/F, Bldg A5, Hua Feng, Tech Park
Guan Tian, Bei Huan Rd., Shi Yan St
Bao An District
Shenzhen 518108, China
Phone: 86 755 8173 8000
Amphenol DaeShin Electronics
and Precision Co., Ltd.
558 SongNae-Dong SoSa-Gu
Bucheon City, Kyunggi-Do
Korea 422-040
Phone: 82 32 610 3800
http://www.amphenol.co.kr
Fiber Systems International, Inc.
1300 Central Expressway N., Suite 100
Allen, TX 75013
Phone: (214) 547-2400
http://www.fibersystems.com/
Amphenol Alden Products Company
117 North Main Street
Brockton, MA 02301
Phone: (508) 427-7000
http://www.aldenproducts.com
Amphenol Air LB- North America
3600 Boul, Matte, Suite J
Brossard, Quebec
J4Y 2Z2 Canada
Phone: (450) 444-1266
Amphenol Air LB GmbH
Am Kleinbahnhof 4
Saarlouis D-66740
Germany
Phone: 49 6831 98 1000
Amphenol Sine Systems Corporation
44724 Morley Drive
Clinton Township, MI 48036
Phone: (586) 465-3131
http://www.sineco.com
Amphenol Sefee
Z.I. des Cazes - Route de Camaras
B.P. 243
12402 Saint Affrique
Cedex, France
Phone: 33 5 65 98 1100

Amphenol AirLB Vietnam
2nd FL, Unit 2.7A e-Town 1 Bldg
364 Cong Hoa Street
Tan Binh District, Ho Chi Minh City
Vietnam
Phone: 843 810 7051
Kunshan ZhengRi Electronics Co., Ltd.
No. 62, DaTung Road
PengLang Township, Kunshan City
Jiangsu Province, China
Phone: 86 512 5761 0501
China Amphenol Tuchel Electronics
20 Tianshan Road
Changzhou, Jiangsu 213022
Jiang Su Province, China
Phone: 86 519 8511 0301
Amphenol IT & Communications
Products Group
Amphenol TCS
200 Innovative Way
Suite #201
Nashua, NH 03062
Phone: (603) 879-3000
http://www.amphenol-tcs.com
Amphenol TCS Integrated Systems
576 Sycamore Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
Phone: (408) 546-0105
Amphenol East Asia Elect. Tech.
Shenzhen Co., Ltd.
The 4th Ind. Dist. Of Ind. Headquarters
Dong Keng Road, Gong Ming Town
Shenzhen 518132, China
Phone: 86 755 2717 7945
Amphenol Canada Corporation
Data / Telecom
605 Milner Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada, M1B 5X6
Phone: (416) 291-4401
http://www.amphenolcanada.com
Amphenol TCS Sdn Bhd
No. 2233 (lot 7678)
Lorong IKS Bukit Minyak 1m
Tarman Perindustrian IKS Bukit Minyak
14000 S.P.T. Bukit Mertajam
Penang, Malaysia
Phone: 60 4 501 3399
Amphenol European Design Center
15 Rue Alexandre Vialatte-BP 349
39 105 Dole Cedex, France
Phone: 33 3 8482 9400
Amphenol DaeShin Electronic
and Precision Co., Ltd.
Commercial Products
558 SongNae-Dong SoSa-Gu
Bucheon City, Kyunggi-Do
Korea 420-130
Phone: 82 32 610 3800
http://www.amphenol.co.kr
Amphenol TCS de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
El Dorado 65 Colorado 2
Parque Industrial El Dorado
Mexicali, G.C.,
Mexico C.P. 21190
Phone: 52 686 559 5700
Amphenol TCS Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)
1478 Lorong Perusahaan Maju 8
Tarman Perindustrian Bukit Tengah
13600 Prai, Penang, Malaysia
Phone: 60 4 509 6600
Amphenol TCS Precision Metal
Stamping & Insert Molding
3936 West Point Blvd.
Winston Salem, NC 27103
Phone: (336) 794-1097

North American Commercial Products
10955 Westmoor Drive, Suite 400
Westminster, CO 80021
Phone: (303) 921-3871
http://www.amphenolacp.com
Amphenol Commercial Products
(Chengdu) Co. Ltd.
Block D3, Molding Tool Industry Park
HongGuang Town
West District of Gaoxin
Chengdu, 611743, China
Phone: 86 28 8798 8678
Asia Pacific Sales Operations
72 Bendemeer Rd, No.03-32/33
Hiap Huat House, Luzerne
Singapore 339941
Phone: 65 6294 2128
Amphenol East Asia Limited-Taiwan
5F, No.361, Fusing 1st Road
Gueishan Township
Taoyuan County 333, Taiwan
Phone: 886 3 2647 200
Amphenol TCS-Shanghai
Room 1703, Zhong Rong
Heng-Rui International Plaza West
No.560 Zhang Yang Road
Pu Dong, Shanghai
China 200122
Phone: 86 21 5836 5500
Amphenol TCS-Changzhou
Fengxi Road, South District
Wujin Hi-Tech Industrial Zone
Changzhou City
Jiangsu 213164, China
Phone: 86 519 8652 6988
Amphenol TCS Ireland Ltd.
Fitzwilliam Business Centre
Singleton House, Laurence St.
Drogheda County Louth, Ireland
Phone: 353 41 980 6970
Amphenol Intercon Systems, Inc.
2800 Commerce Drive
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9310
Phone: (717) 540-5660
http://www.interconsystems.com
Amphenol Shouh Min Industry Company
Blk 6, 4th Ind. Zone, Dawangshan
Shajing Town, Baoan District
Shenzhen, Guandong, PRC 518104
Phone: 86 755 8149 9081
http://www.amphenol-sm.com
Amphenol Commercial Products - Europe
Hoofdveste 19, 3992 DH
Houten, The Netherlands
Phone: 31 30 63 58023
Amphenol TCS-Sweden
Box 1190
Knarrarnasgatan 7
SE-16426, Sweden
Amphenol Korea Air Electronics
119-69 Sasa-Dong
Sangrok-Ku, Ansan City
Kyunggi Province
Korea 426 220
Phone: 82 31 419 1118
http://www.amphenolkae.co.kr
Tianjin Amphenol KAE Co., Ltd.
#27 Yijin Road
Dongli Economic Development Area
Tianjin 300300, China
Phone: 86 22 2498 3820
http://www.amphenolkae.co.kr
Amphenol (Tianjin) Electronics Co., Ltd.
Wujing Road #17, Dongli
Development District
Tianjin 300300, China
Phone: 86 22 2498 3815
Amphenol - Tuchel Electronics GmbH
Mobile Products
August-Haeusser-Strasse 10
74080 Heilbronn, Germany
Phone: 49 7131 929 0
http://www.amphenol-tuchel.com
Amphenol-Tuchel Electronics GmbH
China Branch
Tianshan Road 20
Changzhou 213 022
Phone: 86 05 19 5 11 03 01
East Asia Connector Services Ltd.
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone
2nd FL, No. 271 Gang Ao Rd.
Shanghai 200131, China
Phone: 86 21 5865 1203
Amphenol TCS Japan
72-1, Eda-cho, Aoba-ku
Yokohama 225-0013 Japan
Phone: 81 45 914 5100
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Amphenol Worldwide RF
& Microwave Operations
Amphenol RF
4 Old Newtown Road
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone: (203) 743-9272
http://www.amphenolrf.com
Amphenol Adronics, Inc.
608 East 13th Street
Hays, KS 67601
Phone: (785) 625-3000
Amphenol Connex Corporation
5069 Maureen Lane
Moorpark, CA 93021
Phone: (805) 378-6464
http://www.amphenolconnex.com
Changzhou Amphenol Fuyang Communication
Equip Co., Ltd.
#6 Fengi Road
Wujin Hi-Tech District
Changzhou, Jiangsu 213164, China
Phone: 86 519 652 0303
http://www.amphenol-fuyang.com
Amphenol CNT (Xi’an) Technology Co., Ltd.
Bldg A, 181 South Tai Bai Road
Xian City, Shaanxi Province 710065
China
Phone: 86 29 882 53388
http://www.xianconnector.com

Amphenol Cable Group
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
358 Hall Avenue
Wallingford, CT 06492
Phone: (203) 265-8500
http://www.timesfiber.com
Times Fiber Commmunications Inc.
380 Tightsqueeze Industrial Road
Chatham, VA 24531
Phone: (434) 432-1800
U-JIN Cable Industrial Co. Ltd.
167-4 Nae Pan Ri, Dong-Meon
Yeon Ki-Kun, chung Nam-do
South Korea 339-861
Phone: 82 41 864 2858
http://www.u-jincable.com
Spectra Strip
720 Sherman Avenue
Hamden, CT 06514
Phone: (203) 281-3200
http://www.spectrastrip.com
TFC South America S.A.
Callao 930-2nd Floor
Office “B” Plaza
C1023 AAP Buenos Aires
Argentina
Phone: 54 11 4816 4876

Amphenol Antenna Solutions, Inc.
1300 Capital Drive
Rockford, IL 61109
Phone: (815) 399-0001
http://www.antelinc.com

Amphenol-TFC (Changzhou) Communications
Equipment Co., Ltd.
100 Hehai Rd, Changzhou New & High
Technology & Industrial Development Zone
Changzhou, Jiangsu 213022
China
Phone: 86 519 510 3918

Amphenol RF Asia Corp
19th FL-1, No. 307
Sec 2, Minsheng Road
Tainan City 700, Taiwan ROC
http://www.amphenolkj.com.tw

Times Fiber Canada Ltd.
580 O'Brien Road
Renfrew, Ontario
K7V 3Z2 Canada
Phone: (613) 432-8566

Amphenol Japan-Infocom
Nara Bldg #2-7F,2-2-8
Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-City
Kanagawa 222-0033, Japan
Phone: 81 45 473 9191
http://www.amphenol.co.jp

Amphenol TFC do Brasil Ltda.
Rod. Governador Drive
Adhemar P. de Barros
Km. 121,5 (SP340)
CEP 13088-061 Campinas
Sao Paulo, Brasil
Phone: 55 19 3757 1166

Amphenol Omniconnect India Private Limited
Plot #3/4B & 5A,
CMDA's Industrial Area
Maraimalai Nagar,
Tamil Nadu - 603209 India
Phone: 91 44 3748 0287
Amphenol Kai Jack (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd.
BLk DM 2 Tong Wei
Ind. Headquarters, Gong Ming St.
Guang Ming New District
518132 Shenzhen, China
Phone: 86 755 2754 9918
http://www.amphenolkj.com.tw
Amphenol RF - Europe
Hoofdveste 19, 3992 DH
Houten, The Netherlands
Phone: 31 30 63 58023
SV Microwave Components Group, Inc.
2400 Centrepark West Drive
West Palm Beach, Florida 33409
Phone: (561) 840-1800
http://www.svmicrowave.com
Jaybeam Ltd.
Rutherford Drive, Park Farm South
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire
NW8 6AX United Kingdom
Phone: 44 1933 408 409
C&S Antennas, Inc.
720 21st Street Drive SE
Hickory, NC 28602
Phone: (828) 324-2454
Jaybeam Wireless S.A.S. France
Z.I. La De Boitardiere
Chemin du Roy, 37400
Amboise, France
Phone: 33 2 30 51 58
Amphenol Times Microwave, Inc.
358 Hall Avenue
Wallingford, CT 06492
Phone: (203) 949-8400
Times Microwave Shanghai
Bldg 4, No. 318, Yuan Shan Road
Shanghai, China 201108
Phone: 86 21 5176 1200
Amphenol Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Plot 1A, Bayan Lepas Free ind. Zone 1
11900 Penang, Malaysia
Phone: 60 4 641 5298

TFC Broadband Solutions Division
180 North Freeport Drive, W-10
Nogales, AZ 85621
Phone: (520) 397-7026
Amphenol Mobile Consumer
Products Group
Amphenol Mobile Consumer Products Group HQ
2604 Railway Plaza
39 Chatham Road South
TST, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone: 852 2699 2663
http://www.amphenol-mcp.com
Amphenol T&M Antennas, Inc.
Lincolnshire Corporate Center
300 Knightsbridge Parkway
Suite 160
Phone: (847) 478-5600
http://www.tmantennas.com
Amphenol East Asia Limited
Singapore Branch
72, Bendemeer Road
#03-32/33 Hiap Huat House
Luzerne, Singapore 339941
Phone: 65 6294 2128
Amphenol Phoenix Co. Ltd.
843-12 Jaan-ri, BiBong-myun
HwaSung City, Kyounggi-do
Korea 445-843
Phone: 82 31 355 2222
http://www.phoenixkorea.co.kr/
Amphenol Taiwan Corp
71 Zhong Shan Road, Lane 956
Taoyuan city, Taiwan ROC 330
Phone: 886 3 3786 960
Shanghai Amphenol Airwave
Communication Electronic Co., Ltd.
No. 689 Shennan Road
Xinzhuang Industrial Area
Shanghai 201108, China
Phone: 86 21 6125 5222
http://www.amphenol-saa.com.cn
Amphenol Mechconect, Inc.
Lincolnshire Corporate Center
300 Knightsbridge Parkway
Suite 160
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
Phone: (847) 478-5600
http://www.amphenolmc.com

Hangzhou Amphenol Phoenix
Telecom Parts Co., Ltd.
No. 98-5 (South) RD 19
Hangzhou Eco Tec Dev Zone
Hangzhou, Zhejiang
310018 China
Phone: 86 571 8671 4425
Amphenol Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Plot 1A, Banyan Lepas FIZ 1
Penang, 11900, Malaysia
Phone: 60 4 644 8628
Amphenol Japan Limited
Dai 2 Miyahara Building 4F
2-10-15 Akasaja
Minato-Ku, Tokyo
Japan 107-0052
Phone: 81 3 6234 4666
Amphenol Finland Oy
Kuojantie 2
02630 Espoo, Finland
Phone: 358 2085 0600
Amphenol Mobile Communications
Products India Pvt. Ltd.
61, Keonics Electronic City, Hosur Rd
Bangalore, 560100
Phone: 91 988 0939 359
Amphenol Greater China and Japan Sales
2604 Railway Plaza
39 Chatham Road South
TST, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone: 852 2699 2663
Amphenol Global Cable Systems Group
Amphenol Global Cable Systems
26/F, Railway Plaza
39 Chatham Road South
TST, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone: 852 2699 2663
http://www.amphenol-gcs.com
Amphenol Cables on Demand
20 Valley Street
Endicott, NY 13760
Phone: (607) 321-2115
http://www.cablesondemand.com
Amphenol do Brasil LTDA
Rua Monte Azul, 465
Charcaras Reunidas
San Jose Dos Campos
SP 12238-350 Brazil
Phone: 55 1221 396 777
Amphenol ConneXus AB
Norrbackagatan 47, S-113 31
Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: 46 8 54 5470 70
http://www.amphenol.se
Amphenol Assembletech Xiamen
39B Qianpu Ind. Estate
Xiamen, Fujian 361009
China
Phone: 86 592 593 6666
http://www.assembletech.com
Amphenol TAT Technologies
5975 Andover Street
Mount Royal, Quebec
H4T 1HB, Canada
Phone: (514) 737-4477
http://www.tattech.com
Guangzhou Amphenol Electronics
Communications Co., Ltd.
No.5 Jian Ta Shan Road
Ke Xue Cheng, Guangzhou
510663, China
Phone: 86 20 6284 3688
http://www.gecamphenol.com
ETD Amphenol Fiber Technology
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
3rd FL, Block 25, Wangtang Ind.
Xinwei, Xili Town, Nanshan District
Guangdon Province, China
Shenzhen 518055 China
Phone: 86 755 2675 6086
Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
2100 Western Court
Suite 300
Phone: (630) 960-1010
http://www.amphenol-fiberoptics.com
Amphenol Interconnect Products Corporation
20 Valley Street
Endicott, NY 13760
Phone: (607) 754-4444
http://www.amphenol-aipc.com
Amphenol AssembleTech
4850 Wright Road, Ste 190
Stafford, TX 77477
Phone: (281) 340-6500
http://www.assembletech.com
Amphenol ConneXus AEOU
Laanemere tee 72A
Tallinn, 139 14, Estonia
Phone: 372 654 8419
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Amphenol GCS Europe
Norrbackagatan 47
S-100 31 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: 46 8 5454 7070
Automotive Products Group
Amphenol Tuchel Electronics GmbH
Automotive Products
August-Haeusser-Strasse 10
74080 Heilbronn, Germany
Phone: 49 7131 929 0
http://www.amphenol-tuchel.com
Amphenol Tuchel Electronics GmbH
China Branch
20 Tianshan Road
Changzhou, Jiangsu
213022 China
Phone: 86 519 8560 1838
Amphenol Tuchel Electronics - North America
6900 Haggerty Road
Suite 200
Canton, MI 48127
Phone: (734) 451-6400
Amphenol Tuchel Electronics Czechia
Hroznetinska 1344
363 01 Ostrov, Czech Republic
Phone: 420 359 900 331
KE Ostrov-Elektrik s.r.o.
Hronznetinska 1344
Ostrov, CZ 363 01
Czech Republic
Phone: 420 359 900 314
Filec-Lectric SARL
Z.I. El Fahs - B.P. 67
El Fahs, 1140
Tunisia
Phone: 216 72 670 211
Konfektion E Elektronik GmbH
Im Klingenfeld 21
74594 Kressberg-Marktlustenau
Germany
Phone: 49 7957 9886 0
Konfektion E-SK s.r.o.
Jilemnickeho 5
Presov, SK 080 01
Slovakian Republic
Phone: 421 51 758 1000
Amphenol Filec, S.A.S.
Z.I. rue de Dissee, B.P. 40
79600 Airvault, France
Phone: 33 5 4970 8570
KE Ostrov-Elektric s.r.o.
Stare Sedliste 344, CZ 348 01
Czech Republic
Phone: 420 374 799 217
Amphenol Tunisia SARL
Zul El Fahs-B.P. 67
El Fuhs, 1140
Tunisia
Rest of World Operations
Amphenol Mexico
Prolongacion Reforma 61-6 B2
Col. Paseo de las Lomas
C.P. 01330 Mexico D.F.
Phone: 52 55 5258 9984
http://www.amphenolmexico.com
Amphenol Argentina
Avenida Callao 930, 2nd Floor
C1023AAP Buenos Aires
Argentina
Phone: 54 11 4815 6886
http://www.amphenol.com.ar
Amphenol do Brasil Ltda
Rua Diogo Moreira 132, 20 andar
CEP 05423-010, Sao Paulo
Brazil
Phone: 55 11 3815 1003
http://www.amphenol.com.br
Amphenol South Africa
30 Impala Road
2196 Chislehurston, Sandton
South Africa
Phone: 27 11 783 9517
http://www.amphenol.co.za
Amphenol Turkey
Maslak Mah.
Bilim Sokak Sun Plaza, Kat 15
34398 Maslak Sisli
Istanbul, Turkey
Phone: 90 212 367 9219
http://www.amphenol.com.tr
Amphenol Russia
8-2 Yaroslavskaja Street
129164 Moscow
Russia
Phone: 7 495 937 6341
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